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INTRODUCTION


Before I Go Into Explaining The Origin Of Creation, Let's Take A Look At The Word "Creation" And Its Definition.
Humans Were Created From

Ques: What Does The Word "Create" Really Mean?

Ans: What You Should Be Asking Is: "According To What Language Does The Word Creation Mean This Or That, And Who Said So?" First Of All, When You Start Researching The Definition Of Any Word, You Must Look At The Person Defining The Word, Look At Their Background, And Their Beliefs; Be They A Scientist, A Theologist, A Philosopher, Or An Anthropologist. People Define Words According To Their Own Definitions, Their Own Languages, Their Own Experiences, And How They See Things. That's Why It Is Important That You Know Who The Person Is Who's Defining The Word, And What His Or Her Beliefs Are. In Order For The Spell Of Ignorance To Be Lifted From Your Minds, You Must First Have Right Knowledge On The Origin Of Any Subject Thoroughly. That's Why I Make It My Business To Thoroughly Research And Define Words From Their Original Language So That I Can Give You The Facts And The Right Knowledge Of Any Subject To Break The Spell. The Rest Is Up To You. I Don't Use Your Bibles And Your Korans; However, You Want Me To Because You Don't Want To Hear The Truth. As Long As I Was Imaam Isa And Continued To Teach Out Of Your So-Called Authentic Books, You Were Happy. Yet, When I Told You That It Was Time To Give Them Back Their Scriptures, The Reality Of It Is That You Didn't Like What You Heard. Why? Because You Feel Safe As Long As You Don't Have To Take On Responsibilities Or Think For Yourselves. I'm Not Talking About The Jew Or The Arab, But You. You Should Have Your Own Holy Scripture, Which Is The Holy Tablets.

I Told You That Time Is Running Out Years Ago! And I Said That The Time Would Come When I'll Have To Tell You The Total Truth And Give You All Of The Facts. The Fact Is That The Holy Tablets Existed Thousands Of Years Before Your Bible Or Your Koran. In Fact, That's Where They Come From. Yet, You Still Choose To Follow These Books. And Why? Because It's Only The Blind Leading The Blind! All Of These Different Religious Groups, Whether It Be A Sect Of Muslims, Or A Denomination Of Christians Or Jews, They Don't Know Any More About The Scriptures They Read, Than If You Took The Time To Read It Yourselves. They Rely On Someone Else's Interpretation, Just As You Rely On Theirs, And They All Interpret This "One Creator" Concept In Different Ways. The First Thing You Should Know, Is That Your Biblical, And Koranic, Stories Were Copied From Ancient Tablets That Are Being Discovered Today; Tablets Like; The Enuma Elish, The Gilgamesh Epics, The Atra Hasis, And The Etana Tablets. All Of These Original Tablets Are The Sources From Which The Bibles And The Korans Copied Their Stories From.
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The Gilgamesh Epics
As Previously Stated, These Tablets Existed Long Before Your Bible Or Koran Was Even Thought Of. Yet, When They Translated The Original Bible From The Aramic, Which Is Your Modern Day Hebrew, And Your Koran From The Ashuric, Which Is Your Modern Day Persian Arabic (Not To Mention The Greek New Testament), Mistakes Were Deliberately Made, Leaving You With Mistranslations And Misinterpretations, That Lead You To Think That These Books Were Authentic. Well They're Not! So Stop Believing In These Pastors, Preachers, Imaams, Reverends, And Rabbi's, Who Only Teach You What They Know, Which Isn't Much. Demand That They Give You Facts! Facts That Can Be Geographically And Scientifically Proven Without A Shadow Of A Doubt. Why? Because We're Talking About Regaining Your Soul And Uplifting Your Spirit. *(Read What Is Soul And Spirit?, Scroll #110)*


CREATE: "To Create Is To Cause Something To Come Into Existence Which Did Not Exist Before, As Distinguished From Make, To Re-Form Something Already In Existence."

And According To Funk & Wagnalls New Comprehensive International Dictionary Of The English Language, The Word "Create" Is Defined As:

CREATE: "To Cause To Come Into Existence; Originate, To Be The Cause Of, To Produce, To Be The First."

So In Looking At These Definitions, "Creation" Means "To Bring About Something That Never Was." Which Means That If We Look At The Creation Story In The First Chapter Of Genesis, *(Genesis 1:1 To Be Exact)* In The King James Translation Of Your Bible It States, And I Quote, *"In The Beginning God Created."* This Word "Created" Should Mean That This Was The First Time The Planet Earth And Man Came Into Existence. However, In The Original Language From Which This Book Was Translated From, The Aramic (Hebrew) Word "Bara" (ברא), Which Means "To Re-Construct, Re-Created, Or Re-Model Something That Already Existed, Was Pro-Created Or Made." This Same Word "Bara" Is Used In Genesis 1:27 For The Creation Of Man, And I Quote: "So God Created Man." This Means That The Planet Earth Nor Man Was Originally Created At This Time; They Were "Re" (Again) "Created" Or Simply "Made."
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Therefore, The Creation Story As You Know It, Is Not Really The Creation Which Occurred 76 Trillion Years Ago When A Small Dot, Or Nuqta, Exploded Called "The Big Bang." It Was A Re-Creation, A Making, A Re-Forming, A Replenishing That Took Place On Tiamat (The Planet Earth). This Has Been Mistranslated In Your Bible Because You Want To Think That Life Began With The Creation Of You. What Happened In The Bible Is Not Something That Had Never Happened Before. The Creation Had Already Happened Trillions Of Years Ago With The Beginning Of Your Etheric Evolution. This Was The Story Of Your Re-Creation, Which Began 49,000 Years Ago When The Dust Clouds Were Removed That Blocked The Sun Which Made The Earth's Atmosphere Void And Dark (Genesis 1:2).

Figure 3
The Big Bang

The Majority Of The Population In The World Defines The Concept Of Creation As The Causing Of Something To Come Into Existence That Did Not Exist Before, Or To Originate And To Be The First. All Of These Definitions Of This Word Are Telling You That Creation Is Something That Happens At A Moment In Time, But This Is Not A Fact. Creation Is Something That Happens Over A Period Of Time, But It Has To Have A Beginning Point To Start From. This Did Not Occur In Genesis Of Your Bible.

You Must First Realize That There Are Some Things In Your Universe That Are Beyond Your Level Of Understanding. Why? Because Your Definitions, Interpretations And Explanations Are All Within Your
Humans Were Created From Circles Of Time And Space, And You Can't Comprehend Them Right Now. You See, When I Try To Tell You Things Outside Of Your Circle, Or Your Comprehension, I Have To Try To Break It Down To A Point Where You'd Best Overstand Them According To Your Definitions. Just Like Here, With The Word "Creation, Or Beginning." You Try To Associate The Definition That Is Set By English Standards, Or By The Standards Of Whatever Language You Speak. Your Information Is Limited, Your Space Is Limited, And Your Time Is Limited (Refer To Science Of Creation, Scroll #81). There Are Several Different Theories About The Creation And Origin Of Life On The Planet Earth, Which Are:

THEORY #1: "The Big Bang"

Scientists Say That About 15 To 20 Billion Years Ago, The Universe Started To Expand. When The Universe Was Contracting There Was A Big Bang. The Galaxies Were Closer Together And The Universe As A Whole Had A Higher Density. The Universe Was Compressed And The Conditions Of The Universe At That Particular Time That Existed Could Not Have Been Created Nor Produced Thus, One Cell Animals Began To Form, Which Was The Beginning Of Evolutionary Life (Refer To Mission Earth And The Extraterrestrial Involvement, Scroll #82). If The "Big Bang" Theory Is Accepted As True, Something Must Have Caused The Thing To Clash Or Explode, Or Collapse, Which Meant There Was Some Type Of Particles Either Microscopic Or Satellite Size That Existed. That Would Put Us Back At Who Or What Created Or Caused Them To Come About.

THEORY #2: "Evolution"

Another Theory Is The Charles Darwin Theory Also Called Darwinism. Darwin (1809-1882 A.D.) Was An English Naturalist Born On February 12, 1809 A.D. At Shrewsbury (Country Of Shropshire, England). He Was Best Known For His Theory Of Evolution Through Natural Selection. This Theory Was Based On Four Presumptions:

1) There Is An Over Production Of Offspring; All Species Produce More Young Than What Is Needed To Replace The Parents.

2) Forces Exist That Produce Random Variations Among The Offspring.

3) There Is A Struggle For Existence, While Many Are Trying To Exist In The Same Area, They Compete With One Another For The Available Food, Shelter, Etc.

4) There Is A Law "Survival Of The Fittest." The Less Fit Perish While The Survivors Propagate Their Genes In Future Generations. Over Many Generations, This Can Result In Great Changes In An Organism Even To The Point Of Producing Other Species.
Humans Were Created From Darwin Claimed That Life Began Spontaneously From Inanimate Inorganic Matter From Water. A Single Simple Cell Formed, Split, Multiplied And Evolved Into Forms Of Life. Fish Came Into Existence And Some Of The Fish Started To Walk On Land And Developed Lungs Instead Of Gills. Some Developed Wings To Fly And Some Stayed In The Waters. This Continued And Evolved Into Human Beings. Darwin Used Terms Like Natural Selection, Mutation And Survival Of The Fittest To Explain His Theory, Fossils And Other Remnants Were Found.


Darwin's Theory Also Went Wrong When He Tried To Explain The Evolution Of The Eye. According To Darwin, The Eye Started Out As A Light Sensitive Spot On The Surface. Upon Millions Of Millions Of Years, It Left A Depression. Then Millions Of Years Later, It Made The Lens. This Implies That Animals Were Going Around Blind, And Raises The Question Of Whether Darwin Got This Concept From The Stages Of A Fetus At Birth As Shown In The Following Diagram.

![Figure 5](image)

The Diagram Shows The Stages Of Development Of A Fetus From Four To 8 1/2 Weeks
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He was describing the evolution of the human eye with 20/20 vision. This does not make sense logically. If that's the case, why does a simple house fly have 4,000 lenses and a dragonfly contains up to 28,000. Fruit flies have many lens, a crayfish's eye consist of about 2,400 parts, and each of which is a separate eye. Bees' eyes may consist of many thousands of lenses joined together. Not only that, there are various species or various creatures that have night visions. That means, they are able to see at night such as the owl which has a night vision 100 times better than humans.

Also in 1809 A.D., the year that Darwin was born, Jean Baptiste Lamarck (1744-1829 A.D.), a French naturalist and biologist, advanced the evolutionary concept of acquired characteristics or traits making them better adapted to their environments. He believed that the giraffe has a long neck because they were straining to reach leaves growing above their heads and thus stretching their necks. This added length was passed on to their offspring. However, this concept was proven unworkable and it was abandoned.

Figure 6
Jean Baptiste Lamarck

The Creation Story Through The Eyes Of Religion

Theory #3: "A supernatural being called "God" created the earth and everything in it in 6 days, and on the 7th day he "rested" Genesis 2:2.

According to this theory, a god, by whatever name you call him, who always existed, decided to create a being to till the ground called the humin, or human being "in his image and after his likeness" (Genesis 1:26), not saying what blood type he gave it. Nor did he say whether it's the male, (Adam), or the female, (Eve), who was in the image of this one god, being the negroid, the mongoloid, or the caucasoid. In different "sacred" books called the Torah, the Bible, the Qur'aan, the Koran, Talmud and the Mishnah, the Hadith Book, Watch Tower, the Plain Truth, Message to the Black Man, the Final Call, Kama Sutra, Upanishads, the Book of Mormon, the Aquarian Gospel, the Urantia and many others, it is recorded that some kind of omniscient, omnipotent, and omnipresent "God" who waved his hand and made all things possible. This is what is believed to be the total truth by different religious sects, who never asked who created this single creator. It's a sin to ask.
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However, If The Universe is A Product Of A "God", The Statement "Always Existed" Becomes Defined By The Word "Exist", Because The Word "Exist" Has Its Meaning In "Existence." Anything That Has An Existence Must Have An Origin. If Extra-Terrestrials Planted Beings (Humans Or Cells) Here On This Planet, They Must Have Had An Origin From Some Other Place, Or Planet Or State Of Existence, Thus Still Rendering Them In Need Of A Creator.

This Creation Is What Is Termed As The "6 Days Of Creation," Or 144 Hours. If You Say That God Can Create A Whole Universe, All The Stars, All The Animals, Design The Wings Of Each Butterfly And The Wings Of Each Species In A Mere 7 Days Simply Because God Can Do Anything And Everything, Then 7 Days Is Too Long Of A Period For An All Powerful God, Or Allah Or Yehweh, Or Rabb, Or Adonai, Or Eloheem, Or Ha-Shem, Or Thehos, Or Christ, Or Khrihna, Or Whatever You Call Him, Especially When All He Has To Say Is Be, And Instantly, It Is. Why Would The Creator Need 6 Days To Work, And One Day To Rest, Which Is Misoverstood As The Sabbath. Let's Take A Look At The Word "Rest."

In Genesis 2:2, The Word "Rest" Is A Mistranslation Of The Aramic (Hebrew) Word "Shabath" (שabad), Which Means: "To Cease Or Come To An End." The Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic) Equivalent Is "Sabat" (ساعت), Meaning: "To Desist Or Rest." (Refer To The Holy Sabbath, Scroll #4).

Genesis 2:2

Modern Hebrew Script

ויהי אלוהים Barney נבך ביקעה טבשין עון הגשה ברוך ברוך השביכו מקהל
WA (AND) HA (THE) SHEB-EE-EE' (SEVEN) YOME (DAY) ELOHEEM (THESE BEINGS) KAW-LAW" (FINISHED "PREPARING") MEL-AH-KAW" (DUTY, WORK) ASH-ER' (WHICH) HE AW-SAW" (FASHIONED, MADE APPEAR); WA (AND) HE SHAW-BATH' (DESISTED) HA (THE) SHEB-EE-EE' (SEVENTH) YOME (DAY OF 7,000 YEARS) FROM KOLE (ALL) HIS MEL-A W-KA W' (DUTIES) ASH-ER' (WHICH) HE HAD A W-SA W' (MADE APPEAR, FASHIONED).

And The Seventh Day The Eloheem Enqi Who Is Called "Nudimmud [Izraa'el] Of The Anunnaqi" Finished His Duty Which He Had Done And He Desisted; And Kept The Shabbath In The 7th Day From All His Duties Which He Had Done.

Right Translation In Aramic (Hebrew) By:
Dr. Malachi Z. York
mistranslation For King James 1611 A.D.

"AND ON THE SEVENTH DAY GOD ENDED HIS WORK WHICH HE HAD MADE; AND HE RESTED ON THE SEVENTH DAY FROM ALL HIS WORK WHICH HE HAD MADE."


Qur'aan 3:59

Persian Arabic Script
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INNA (SURLEY) MATHALA (LIKE) EESAA (YASHU'A/ISA) INDA (IS IN THE POSSESSION [TO])
AL-LAH (EL ELOH) KAMETHA-LE (IS LIKE) AADAMA (ADAM) KHALAQAHU (HE CREATED HIM)
MIN (FROM) TURAABIN (MUD [OF THE EARTH]) THUMMA (THEN) QAALA (HE SAID)
LAHOO (OF HIM) KUN (EXIST) FA YAKOON (AND INTO EXISTANCE HE CAME)

Surely, The Mathala 'Likeness' Of Yashu'a/Isa In The Possession Of The Source, ALLAH is as the likeness of Adam, He Khalaqahu 'Created Him' (Adam) from Turaab 'Mud' (of the Earth), then He said of him (Adam), "Kun 'Exist' Fa-yakun 'So Into Existance He Came'."

Right Translation In Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic) By:
Dr. Malachi Z. York

Mistranslation By Abdullah Yusuf Ali 1938 A.D.

"THE SIMILITUDE OF JESUS BEFORE GOD IS AS THAT OF ADAM; HE CREATED HIM FROM DUST. THEN SAID TO HIM: "BE AND HE WAS."

In The Commentary #163 Of The Koran Revised Edition By Maulana Muhammad AH, It Defines "Kun Fa-Yakun" As The Oft-Recurring Phrase In Which Allah's Act Of The Creation And Annihilation Of Things Is Spoken Of. He Says, "It Is Not Meant By This That There Is No Gradual Process In The Creation Of Things." This Is Seen In Qur'aan 3:47 When Gabriel Says To Mary. "When He Passes An Order, So Then Surely He Only Has To Say For It, "To Exist." It Will Exist" Think Of That And You Get The Qur'aan's Meaning Of "Kun Fayakun," In Allah's Own Words.

Qur'aan 3:47

QAALAT (SHE SAID) RAB-BE (MY RABB, MASTER) ANNAA (HOW CAN?) YAKOON (THIS BE)
LEE (FOR ME) WALAD (A SON BY BLOOD) WA (AND) LAM (DIDN'T OR WASN'T) YAMSASNEE
(TOUCHED ME) BASHAR (A MORTAL [IN SKIN]) QAALA (HE SAID) KAZAALEKA (IT IS)
AL-LAH (THE SOURCE) YAKH-LUQU (HE CREATES) MAA (WHAT) YASHA-AA (HE PLEASES)IZ
(WHEN) QAADAA (HE PASSES) AMRAAN (AN ORDER) FA-INNAMAA (SO THEN SURELY)
YAQOOL (HE SA YS) LAHOO (FOR IT) KUN (EXIST) FA YAKUN (IT WILL EXIST)

She, (Miriam) said: "O My Rabb, 'Sustainer!' How can there be for (exist) me a waladun 'blood son' and no Bashar 'Mortal Being In Skin' has Yamsasniy 'Touched Me' (Sexually)? He said: "Ka-dhaalika 'As That', The Source, ALLAH Yakhluqu 'Creates' what He pleases when He passes (Decrees) an Amraan 'Order', so then, He say for it, Kun 'To exist', Fa-yakunw 'So Into Existance It Comes'."

Right Translation In Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic) By:
Dr. Malachi Z. York

Mistranslation By Abdullah Yusuf Ali 1938 A.D.

"SHE SAID: "O MY LORD! HOW SHALL I HAVE A SON WHEN NO MAN HA TH TOUCHED ME? " HE SAID: "EVEN SO: GOD CREATETH WHAT HE WILLETH: WHEN HE HATH DECREED A PLAN, HE BUT SAITH TO IT, 'BE,' AND IT IS! "

If To Exist In An Instant, Kun Fayakuwn (كن فيكون) Was The Case (Which Would Be Kun Fakaana [كن فكاكن] "Be And It Was"), Wouldn't It Have Been Easier To Just Create A Full Grown Man, "Bashar" (بشار) Without Waiting The Nine Months Of Pregnancy, Or Pain, For That Matter.
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Qur'an 19:23

FA-AJAAA-'AHAA (SO WHEN CAME UPON HER) AL-MAKHAADU (THE CHILDBEARING CRAMPS, LABOR) ILAA (TO) JIZ-I (TRUNK) AL NAKHLAH (THE PALM) QAALAT (SHE SAID) YAA-LAYTANEE (OH I WISHED) MITTU (I HAD DIED) QABLA (BEFORE) HAA-ZAA (THIS) WA (AND) KUNTU (I WAS, HAD BEEN) NASYAAN (FORGOTTEN) MAN-SIYYAA (ONE WHO IS, A THING FORGOTTEN)

So When The Childbearing Cramps, (Labor) Came Upon Her, (Maryam), She Took Herself To The Trunk Of A Palm Tree; So She (Mary) Said: "I Wish I Had Died Before I Encountered This, (Labor Pain) And Had Been A Thing Already Forgotten."

Right Translation In Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic) By:
Dr. Malachi Z. York
Mistranslation By Abdullah Yusuf Ali 1938 A.D.

"AND THE PAINS OF CHILDBIRTH DROVE HER TO THE TRUNK OF A PALM-TREE: SHE CRIED (IN HER ANGUISH): "AH! WOULD THAT I HAD DIED BEFORE THIS I WOULD THAT I HAD BEEN A THING FORGOTTEN AND OUT OF SIGHT."

Wouldn't That Have Been The Most Simple And Most Ideal Formula For All Human Beings To Be Born. Couldn't The Creator Have Made All The Trees, Birds And Flowers Already Full Grown Without Starting As A Seed And Going Through The Developing Stages. You Definitely Wouldn't Have To Wait Each Year After Each Harvest To Eat.

In Genesis 2:7, It States That Adam Was Created "From The Dust Of The Ground," Without A Mother Or Father. And In Qur'an 86:6-7, Jesus Was Created From "Gushing Water (Sperm)" With A Mother And Father. However, In Qur'an 3:59 It Says, And I Quote: "Surely Jesus Is Like Adam; Zakar To The Source: He Created Adam From The Mud Of The Earth, Then He Said Of Him Adam; Zakar: "Exist And He Existed."

Figure 7
The Angelic Being Gabriel Son Of Rasiel And Zammael

Figure 8
Mary Daughter Of Imraan And Hanna

Figure 9
Yashua Son Of Gabriel And Mary
Again we'd come up with the conclusion that God shouldn't have to make a word, a sound or a statement "Be" for things to exist. Also take note that it says, he created Adam from mud, then said "Exist." To create Adam from something shows that there was some kind of process being done, which goes to show you again that he didn't just say exist and there Adam existed. The word **then** is right there.

**Theory #4: "Life Was Transplanted On Earth By Extra Terrestrials"**

The most recent theory is that Qi, the planet earth, was like a melting pot in the universe. By that I mean, every kind of being visited this planet for various reason: hunting, a resort, etc... and life was transplanted to the planet earth intentionally by some beings commonly called extra-terrestrials, and bred here for whatever reasons (*refer to* Extra-Terrestrials And Creation, *[scroll #136]*).

First of all, in order for life to take place on the planet earth, two basic molecules had to have been. These were proteins, nucleic acid, DNA and **RNA**. Because of their nature, where proteins control all of the complex metabolic functions of a cell.

![Diagram 1: DNA and RNA](image)

Scientists have claimed for many years that the first life-forms came from simple one-celled animals called protozoa, amoebae, bacteria and amino acids. This theory ignores the intelligence of the cell itself - the DNA and RNA. The fact is that DNA and RNA came to the planet earth first. In order for these complex molecules, DNA and RNA, to develop on the planet earth, it would have needed much more time than the evolutionary period given for these complex molecules, if they were supposed to have developed on the planet earth. RNA and DNA, which are made of multiple cells, were the beginning of the chain of life on the planet earth. Life came to the planet earth already in an advanced state.

What is interesting is that 4 of these conflicting opinions or theories have their own truth.

1. If the "Big Bang" theory is accepted as true, something must have caused the things that clashed or exploded, which meant there was some type of particle, either microscopic or satellite size as I previously stated. That would put us back at who or what created or caused them to come about.
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2. If the Universe is a product of a "God," the statement "Always Existed" becomes defined by the word "Exist." Because the word "Exist" has its meaning in "Existence" and anything that has an existence must have an origin.

3. And if extra-terrestrials planted beings (humans or cells) here on this planet, they must have had an origin from some other place, or planet or state of existence, thus rendering them in need of a creator, who would be in need of a creator, and on and on.

Let's take a look at the title of this book: "Humans Were Created From." The point is that the beliefs of Muslims, Christians, or Jews about creation are wrong. Every place and everyone in their scripture that speaks of the creation of human beings, be it in the Koran, the Torah, or the New Testament, all have a scientific base. Either they say that man was created from mud, or clay, or water, or a clot, or sperm, or a single male and female, or from the dust of the ground. All of these have life in them. So life existed on the planet earth before human beings. There was no God that said "Poof," and poof, humans were just here.

Let's examine the word "create" in the Qur'an:

In the Qur'an 4:1 In part it says:

YAA AYUHAA (O YOU ALL) AL NAAS (THE ENOSITES) ATTAQOO (YOU ALL ARE TO TREMBLE AT THE MENTION OF THE SOURCE) RABBAKUM (YOUR MASTER) AL-LAZEE (HE WHO) KHALAOAKUM (HAS CREATED YOU ALL) MIN (FROM) NAFSIN (A SPIRIT) WAHIDATIN

"Oh you, Enosites, you all, are to tremble at the mention of the source. He who created you all, from one spirit...."

Right translation in Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic) by:
Dr. Malachi Z. York
Mistranslation by Abdullah YusufAH 1938 A.D.

"O MANKIND! REVERENCE YOUR GUARDIAN-LORD, WHO CREATED YOU FROM A SINGLE PERSON..."

As you see, it says, (ربكم) Rabbakum "Your Masters" Khalaakum "Created You All" from Nafs (نفس) "One Spirit Or Person" which explains that it had to be someone, or something that contained the spirit for it to manifest in your creation. And who created the spirit? Rabb "رب" means "Sustainer," or "Lord." How can you sustain something that does not exist? Let's look at Koran 96:1, where it says, "Iqra Bismi Rahbika Alathi Khalaqa," meaning "Read in the Name of your Sustainer, who created" the reason why they use "Rabb," Is because it means to "Sustain." Again I ask how can you be a sustainer of something that doesn't exist as of yet? In the case of music, they have the sustain button, which is used to hold a note for a long time. Human beings must of been something that was thought of as being created, and it was being held for a long period of time.

Qur'an 6:2 In part
It is He, Who Created You All From Clay...

Right Translation In Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic) By:
Dr. Malachi Z. York
Mistranslation Abdullah Yusuf Ali 1938 A.D.

"HE IT IS WHO CREATED YOU FROM CLAY..."

And Again In Koran 6:2, It Says He "Khalaqakum" (خُلِّقْتُمْ) "Created" You From "Teeen" (طين), The Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic) Word Meaning "Clay, Earth, Mold, Soil Or Mud". The Word "Clay", Which Comes From The Old English "Claeg", As Defined In The Webster's New World Dictionary, Second Concise Edition States:


According To Funk & Wagnalls, Standard Dictionary Of The English Dictionary Clay Means:
2. Earth In General.
3. Earth As A Symbol Of The Human Body; Also, The Body Itself.

Qur’aan 15:26

Persian Arabic Script

And indeed We, ([We Not He] Eloheem, Anunnaqi) Khalaq 'Created' the Enosites from Salsaalin 'Mud' that is from Hamaain 'Hamite, Black Substance' and Masnuwn 'Molded Him', (into shape by cloning)."

Right Translation In Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic) By:
Dr. Malachi Z. York
Mistranslation By Abdullah Yusuf Ali 1938 A.D.

"WE CREATED MAN FROM SOUNDING CLAY. FROM MUD MOLDED INTO SHAPE;"

You See From This Quote It Uses The Word "Salsaalin" Meaning "Mud." Now Let Us Define Mud,


According To Qur’aan 6:2 And 75:26, They Show You That Human Beings Were Created From Something That Already Had Life In It "Clay" Which Is Described As Wet Mud Moulded. The Planet Earth Was Already Existing In Order For Your Body To Be Formed From It. Life Is In Clay. Just Put It
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Under Any Magnifying Glass And You Will See That Life Is There. So If You Were Created From Something That Had Life In It, Then You Were Composed.


Qur'aan 16:4

Persian Arabic Script

KHALAQA (HE CREATED) AL-Insanaa ('THE ENOSITES') MIN (FROM) UT-FATIN ('SEmen') FA-Izza (SO THEN) Huwa (HE IS) KHASEEMUNA (A Disputer) MUBEEN ('CLear')

He, (the Eloheem Enqi) Khalaqa 'Created' Al Insanaa 'The Enosites' from Nutfatin '(Kisru) Semen (Life-Germ).' So Then, (despite his small origin), he, (the Enosite) is a Mubiyn 'Clear' Khasiymun 'Disputer'.

Right Translation In Ashuric Syriac (Arabic) By:

Dr. Malachi Z. York

Mistranslation By Abdullah Yusuf Ali 1938 A.D.

"HE HAS CREATED MAN FROM A SPERM-DROP. AND BEHOLD THIS SAME (MAN) BECOMES AN OPEN DISPUTER!"

Here It Says That You Were Created From Nut-Fatin (نطفة), Which Is The Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic) Word Meaning "Semen," Or In Aramic (Hebrew) Zera (זרה), Which Means "Seed, Or Offspring, Or Semen, Virile." Again, This Proves That There Had To Be A Male Living Being Who Carried The "Sperma" (σπερμα), A Greek Word Which Means "Seed, Germ," To Have It Carried Into The Female To Produce A Child. There Was No Magic In It. It Was The DNA, And RNA Chromosomes Within The Male Living Being That Was To Be A Seed For Procreation, Called A Sperm. The Seed Of Future Generations Is Found In The Seminal Fluid, A Composition Of Secretions From The Male Sex Glands. A Single Ejaculation Would Yield 777 Million 777 Thousand 777 Sperm Cells. This Is What Is Called The Science Of Reproduction And It Was The Seminal Fluid That Was Used In The Pro-Creation Of Adam And Hawwah.

In Metaphysics, It Is Overstood That The Sperm Travels Up The Spinal Column And Comes In Contact With The Heart Center, The Medulla Oblongata (Which Conducts Impulses Between The Brain And The Spinal Column) To The Occult Nerve. It Is Also Here That The Sperm Is Charged With The Spark, Which Is The Knowledge Of The Existence Of Elyown Elyown El, The Most High. The Sperm Cells Then Travel Down To The Testes Into The Epididymus, Into The Seminal Vesicles, To Form The Ejaculatory Duct, To The Prostrate Gland, And Through The Penis, From Where It Gushes Forth Into The Woman. It Is By These Means That A Total Being Is Conceived.
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Diagram 2
The Sperm

Now Let's Move On!

Qur’aan 22:5 In Part

YAAAA-AH-YUHAA (OH) AL-NAASU (THE ENOSITES) IN (IF) KUN-TUM (YOU ALL WERE) FEE (IN) RAYBIN (DOUBT) MIN (ABOUT) AL-BA'ATHI (THE RAISING AFTER DEATH) FA-INNAA (SO SURELY) KHALAQNAKUM (WE CREATED YOU ALL) MIN (FROM) TURAABIN (DUST) THUMMA (THEN) MIN (FROM) NUTFATIN (A DROP OF SEMEN [LIFE-GERM]) THUMMA (THEN) MIN (FROM) 'ALAQATIN (A CELL SEPARATING, CONGEALED BLOOD [CLONED]) THUMMA (THEN) MIN (FROM) MUD-GHATIN (A LUMP OF FLESH [FETUS]) MUKHAL-LAQATIN (ONE CREATED COMPLETELY) WA (AND) GHAYRI (WITHOUT) MU-KHAL-LAQATI (CREATED COMPLETELY) LE-NUBAY-YINA (THAT WE MAKE CLEAR) LAKUM (FOR YOU ALL).

O You ENOSITES! If You Are In Doubt About The Ba'ath 'Raising Back To Life After Death', Surely You Can Reflect On The Fact, That We, (ELOHEEM, ANUNNAQI) Created You From Turaab 'Dust' Then A prop Of) Nutfat 'Semen, Life-Germ' (Through Cloning By Gene Splicing) Then From A 'Alaqat 'Clot Of Congealed Blood' - (Fertilized Egg), Then From A Mudghat 'Lump Of Flesh (An Embryo [Adam/Kadmon])' Mukhalaqatan 'Completely Created' And Ghayru 'Without' Mukhalaqat 'Complete Creation', That We, (ELOHEEM, ANUNNAQI) May Make Clear To You

Right Translation In Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic) By:

Dr. Malachi Z. York

Mistranslation By Abdullah Yusuf Ali 1938 A.D.

"O MANKIND! IF YE HAVE A DOUBT ABOUT THE RESURRECTION, (CONSIDER) THAT WE CREATED YOU OUT OF DUST. THEN OUT OF SPERM. THEN OUT OF A LEECH-LIKE CLOT,
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THEN OUT OF A MORSEL OF FLESH, PARTLY FORMED AND PARTLY UNFORMED, IN ORDER THAT WE MAY MANIFEST (OUR POWER) TO YOU;


Qur'aan 23:14

Persian Arabic Script

THUMMA (THEN) KHALAQNAAN (WE CREATED) AL NUTFATA (THE SEMEN) FA-KHALAQNAAN (SO WE CREATED) AL-'ALAQAT (THE CLOT OF CONGEALED BLOOD CELLS IN ORDER TO SEPARATE) MUDGHATAN (A LUMP OF FLESH (EMBRYO), FETUS) FA KHALAQNAAN (SO WE CREATED) AL MUDGHATA (THE LUMP OF FLESH, EMBRYO) 'AZAA-MAAN (BONES) FA-KASONNAAN (SO WE COVERED) AL 'A-ZAAM (THE BONES) LAHMAAN (FLESH) THUMMA (THEN) AN-SHAAANAAN (WE RAISED HIM UP, ESTABLISHED HIM) KHALQAAN (A CREATION) A-AAKHAR (ANOTHER) FATABA-RAKAA (SO BLESSED IS) ALLAH (THE SOURCE) AHSANU (BEST OF) AL KHAALIQEEN (THE CREATORS)

Then We (Eloheem, Anunnaqi) Khalaq 'Created' Al Nutfata The Semen (Life-Germ)' (through cloning by gene splicing); 'alaqatan 'into a clot of congealed blood' Mudghatan 'Into A Lump Of Flesh (An Embryo [Adam/Kadmon]), So We, ([we not he] the Eloheem, Anunnaqi) Khalaqa 'Created' Al Mudghata The Lump Of Flesh (Embryo) into 'Izaamaan 'Bones' (rib bone). So We (Eloheem), Kasaw 'Covered' Al 'Izaama The Bones' (rib bone) with Lahmaan 'Flesh'; then We, (the Eloheem, Anunnaqi) Anshaa-naahu 'Raised Him Up (Established)' Aakhar 'Another' Khalqaan 'Creation' (Eve/Hawwah). So Tabaraaka 'Blessed' is The Source, ALLAH, Ahsanu The Best' of Al Khaaliqiyn 'Creators'."

Right Translation In Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic) By:
Dr. Malachi Z. York

"THEN WE MADE THE SPERM INTO A CLOT OF CONGEALED BLOOD: THEN OF THAT CLOT WE MADE A (FETUS) LUMP: THEN WE MADE OUT OF THAT LUMP BONES AND CLOTHED THE BONES WITH FLESH: THEN WE DEVELOPED OUT OF IT ANOTHER CREATURE. SO BLESSED BE GOD, THE BEST TO CREATE!"

This Is Another Example Of The Evolutionary Process Of The Creation Of The Human Being.

Qur'aan 25:54 (In Part)

WA (AND) HUWA (HE) AL-LAZEE (HE WHO) KHALAQ (PROCREATED, CREATED) MIN (FROM) AL-MAA'-E (THE WATER) BASHARAAN (A MORTAL IN SKIN)

And It Is He who Khalaq 'Created' From Al Maa' 'The Water' a Bashar, 'Mortal In Skin' (Evolution From Water)

16
"IT IS HE WHO HAS CREATED MAN FROM WATER:"

In This Quote Here, You See It Says That Human Beings Were Created From Al-Maa'e, (الب) "Water."
Which Is Also A Living Substance. Remember, There Is Life In Water.

Qur'an 96:2

KHA-LAQ (HE CREATED) AL-INSAN (THE ENOSITE) MIN (FROM) 'ALAQ (CONGEALED BLOOD CELLS, SEPARATING)

Who, Created The (Enosites) From An Alaq, 'Clot Of Congealed Blood (Cells, Separating Of Mother Ninti)'.

Qur'an 76:2

IN-NAA (SURELY WE) KHA-LAQ-NAA (WE HAVE CREATED) AL-INSAN (THE ENOSITE) MIN (FROM) NUT-FATIN (OF SEMEN) AM-SHAA-JIN (MIXED WITH OVUM) NAB-TALEE-HE (THAT WE MAY TEST HIM) FAJA-AL-NAAHU (SO WE MADE HIM) SAMEE-'AAN (HEARING) BA-SEE-RAAN (SEEING)

Surely We, ([We Not He] Eloheem, Anunnaqi) Khalaq 'Created' The Enosite From Nutfah 'Semen (Life-Germ, Cloned)' Amshaagin 'Mixed' (With Ovum [Ninti's Eggs]), That We (Eloheem Anunnaqi) May Nabtaliyhi 'Test Him' (Experiment); So We, (The Eloheem Anunnaqi) Made Him Samiy'aan 'Hearing' and Basiyraan 'Seeing'.

Qur'an 96:2

"VERILY WE CREATED MAN FROM A DROP OF MINGLED SPERM, IN ORDER TO TRY HIM" SO WE GAVE HIM (THE GIFTS). OF HEARING AND SIGHT."

Humans Were Created From Qur'aan 15:28

Wa (And) Iz (When) Qaala (Said) Rabbuka (Your Master) Le Al Malaaa-Ikat (To The Angelic Messengers) Innee (Surely I Am About) Khalaqun (To Create) Basharaan (A Mortal In Skin) Min (From) Sal-Saalin (Mud) Min (From) Hama-In (Hamite, Black) Masnoon (Molded)

And when your Rabb, 'Master', said to the Angelic Messengers, (Eloheem, Anunnaqi): "Surely I, (Enqi) am about to Khalaqun 'Create' a Bashar 'Mortal Being In Skin,' from Hamaain 'Hamite, Black Substance', Masnuwn 'Molded' (into shape by cloning)."

Right Translation In Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic) By:
Dr. Malachi Z. York

"BEHOLD! THY LORD SAID TO THE ANGELS: "I AM ABOUT CREATE TO MAN, FROM SOUNDING CLAY FROM MUD MOLDED INTO SHAPE;"


All Of These Quotes Support The Fact That Humans Were Created From A Substance That Already Had Life In It. There Was No Saying "Poof," And Humans Existed. If Humans Were Created From A Cell Of A Clot, Then That Clot Had To Have Been Here And Contained Life. If It Is A Clot Of Blood, As Some Korans Translate It, Then It Had A Donor, A Blood Type, DNA, RNA And Chromosomes In It As All Blood Does.

If It Says You Were Created Of The Dust Of The Ground, There Is Not A Place On This Planet Where You Could Pick Up A Hand Full Of Dirt, Dust, Sand, Soil, Mud, Clay And Put It Under A Microscope And Not Find Life. You Will Always Find Life There. If It Says We Created You From A Single Male And Female, The You Would Have To Be Adam. And The Male And Female Would Have To Be His Parents. If The You Is Whoever Is Reading The Koran At The Time, Then The Koran Fails To Explain Where Adam Came From.


Genesis 2:7

Modern Hebrew Script

Wattayroha anadim Ahu (The) Eloheem Yaw-Sar (Shaped) Aw-Dawm (Adamites "Earthlings") From The Aw-Fawr (Clotted Blood) Of The Ah-Aw-Maw (Adamites "Earthlings"), Wa (And) Naw-Fakh (Breathed) Into His Af (NostriLS) The Nesh-Aw-Maw (Breath) Of Khay-Eem (Divine Life); Wa (And) Ha (The) Aw-Dawm (Adamites "Earthlings") Yeh-He (Became) A Khay-Ee (Living) Neh-Fesh (Spirit),
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And Yahuwa Of The Eloheem Shaped Kadmon, Adam From Ninti’s Clot Of Granulated Blood From The People Of The Ground Earthlings. They Gave Him The Breath Of Divine Life And Kadmon, Adam Was Born A Spirit.

Right Translation In Aramic (Hebrew) By:

Dr. Malachi Z. York
Mistranslation For King James 1611 A.D.

"AND THE LORD GOD FORMED MAN OF THE DUST OF THE GROUND, AND BREATHED INTO HIS NOSTRILS THE BREATH OF LIFE; AND MAN BECAME A LIVING SOUL."

Here We Have Dust Of The Ground, And Remember There Is Life In Dust. In Genesis 3:19 It States:

Genesis 3:19

Modern Hebrew Script

IN THE ZAY-AW' (SWEAT, PERSPIRATION) OF YOUR AF (FACE) YOU WILL AW'-KAL (EAT) LEKH'-EM (GRAIN, BREAD), AD (UNTIL) YOU SHOOB (RETURN) TO THE AD-AW-MAW' (ADAMITES "EARTHLING"); KEE (BECAUSE) MEEN (FROM) IT, YOU WERE LAW-OAKH (ORIGINALLY TAKEN): FOR AW- FAR' (CLOTTED BLOOD, DUST) YOU ARE, AND TO AW-FAWR (CLOTTED BLOOD, DUST) WILL YOU SHOOB (RETURN).

By The Sweat Rolling From Your Forehead Will You Grow Grain And Make Bread To Eat Until You Die And Return To The Ground; Because From It, You Originally Came: For You Are Of Clotted Blood, Granulated Dust Mixed With Water And To That State, Dust Will Your Body Return.

Right Translation In Aramic (Hebrew) By:

Dr. Malachi Z. York
Mistranslation For King James 1611 A.D.

"IN THE SWEAT OF THY FACE SHALT THOU EAT BREAD, TILL THOU RETURN UNTO THE GROUND; FOR OUT OF IT WAST THOU TAKEN: FOR DUST THOU ART, AND UNTO DUST SHALT THOU RETURN."

You See The Word Ad-Aw-Mah (Ground) Is Adam. You Will Return To The Ground Where You Came From.

Job 10:9

Modern Hebrew Script

ZAW-KAR (REMEMBER), I BESEECH YOU, THAT YOU HAVE AW-SAW' (FASHIONED) ME AS THE KHO'MER (CLAY); WA (AND) WILL YOU SHOOB (RETURN) ME INTO AW-FAWR (DUST) AGAIN?

Remember, I Beseech You, That You The Eloheem Anunnaqi Enqi Have Fashioned Me As The Clay; And Will You Return Me Into Dust Again?
"REMEMBER I BESEECH THEE, THAT THOU HAST MADE ME AS THE CLAY; AND WILT THOU BRING ME INTO DUST AGAIN?"

Both Dust And Clay Have Life In Them.

Job 33:6

Modern Hebrew Script

Behold, I am according to your FEH (MOUTH [WISH]) IN EL'S STEAD: I ALSO AM QAW-RATS (NIPPED OFF [FORMED]) OUT OF THE KHO'MER (CLAY).

Behold, I Am According To Your Mouth In El's Stead: I Also Am A Piece Nipped Off Out Of The Red Clay.

Psalms 103:14

Modern Hebrew Script

FOR HE YAW-DAH (KNOWS) OUR YAY-TSER (IMAGINATION [FRAME]); HE ZAW-KAR (REMEMBERS) THAT WE ARE AW-FAWR (DUST.).

For He Yahuwa Knows Of Our Fashioning; He Remembers That We Are Dust.

1 Corinthians 15:47

Modern Greek Script

Πρώτος Ἀνθρώπων ἐκ Γῆς Χωικῶς, ὁ δεύτερος Ἀνθρώπως ἐξ Οὐρανοῦ.
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THE PRO-TOS (FIRST) ANTH'-RO-POS (HUMAN BEING) IS EK (OF) THE GHAY (PLANET EARTH), KHO-IK-OS (EARTHY); THE DYOO'-TER-OS (SECOND) ANTH'-RO-POS (HUMAN BEING) IS THE KOO 'REE-OS (MASTER) EK (FROM) OO-RAN-OS (ORION SKY).

The First Human Being "Adam" Is Of The Planet Earth, Earthy: The Second Human Being "Jesus" Is The Master From The Orion Skies.

Right Translation In Greek By:
Dr. Malachi Z. York
Mistranslation For King James 1611 A.D.

"THE FIRST MAN IS OF THE EARTH, EARTHY: THE SECOND MAN IS THE LORD FROM HEAVEN."

The First Human Being Was Shaped And Molded Out Of All The Elements That Formed The Planet Earth. Therefore, The Planet Earth Contains Every Element That Makes Up A Perfect Human Organism; However, The Most High Is The Only One That Can Proportion These Elements To Form The "Likeness" Of Anyone. This Is In The Case With Human Beings, Who Are In The Image And Likeness OfThe Anunnaqi Eloheem.

It Was On The 6th Day That Man Was Created, And It Was On This Day That The Element Carbon Came Into Existence. This Is Why It Is The 6th Element Of The Periodical Table Of The Elements. Into This Substance ELYOWN ELYOWN EL, The Most High, Breathed "The Breath Of Life, And Made Adam A "Living Soul" Who Was Complete And Perfect.

Let's Examine The Human Body Step By Step.

THE SENSES

The Idea That Five Physical Senses Are Present In The Human Being Continues To Prevail, In Spite Of Recent Evidence That There Are Others That Have Been Deactivated Or Not Being Used By Most, Due To The Removal Of The Barathary Gland. There Are Actually Nine Human Senses - Five Physical Senses That You Use Daily See, Hear, Taste, Smell And Feel. And Four That Are Spiritual, Or Higher Senses That Some People Are Able To Utilize Which Are: Telepathy, Intuition, Psychometry, And Clairvoyance.

Ques: What Is The Barathary Gland?

When You Had Your Barathary Gland, It Functioned Along With The Appendix And The Tonsils, Which Collectively Gave You The Ability To Communicate With The Eloheem Through Your Four Higher Senses. You Could Foresee The Future, See The Past, Speed Up Molecules, Levitate Easily, And Heal People. By Permission Only, You Were Capable Of Changing From A Mortal To An Etheric Being, With All The Advanced Technology Of Today, Doctors Have No Knowledge Of The Barathary Gland, And The Purpose Of The Appendix Or The Tonsils. They Are So Quick To Take It Out When An Infection Occurs. These Organs Have To Do With Raising The Level Of Vibration Of The Body.

Ques: Where Was The Barathary Gland Located?

Ans: The Barathary Gland Resided Inside The Cavity Of The Hippocampus Area Of The Brain, Which Is Within The Lower Part Of The Cerebellum. The Cerebellum Is Located At The Lower Part Of The Brain And Is Attached To The Brainstream. The Hippocampus Is The Tissue Which Held The Barathary
Humans Were Created From Gland When It Was Once Inside Zakar (Kadmon, Adam) And Nekaybaw’s (Hawwah, Eve) Brains. Their Children, Abel, Lubuwdah, Cain And Aqlimiyah Had Their Glands Surgically Removed So That Their Offspring Would Be Bred Without The Barathary Gland.

The Cerebellum Is The Part Of The Brain In Which You Experience Hallucinations. Also Cerebella Reactions Are Unconscious, Meaning You Are Unaware That It Happens. That’s Why Even Though The Barathary Gland Has Been Removed, People Still Get Visions. This Is Because Although The Physical Barathary Gland Is Not Present, Its Etheric Counterpart Is. Just Like When A Person Is Hypnotized, While Under, They Can Be Told That They Are A Cat And Will See Themselves As A Cat And Start To Act Like A Cat. If They Are Told That A Cat Is In Their Lap, They See It, Feel It And Even Smell It. If They Are Told That The Cat Scratched Them, They Feel It And Even Have The Scratch Marks When
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They Awaken; Actual Scars Will Be On Their Face. These Things Happen Because Of The Removal Of The Barathary Gland, Which Gave You The Power To Become Whatever You Wished.

![Figure 14](image)

The Medial View Of The Brain

Although The Barathary Gland Was Removed From The Cerebellum, There Is No Loss Of Sensation Or Intelligence. This Means That You Still Have The Physical Sensations Of Seeing, Hearing, And Feeling, But You Do Not Have The Four Higher Senses: Telepathy (Mental Communication), Intuition (Mind Perception), Psychometry (Object Reading), And Clairvoyance (Second Sight). However, Some People May Have The Sensation Of The Higher Senses Because The Nerve Endings Are Still There From When The Barathary Gland Was Removed.

1. **Telepathy** - Mental Communication - The Transference Of Thoughts From One Being To Another Without The Use Of Words Or Wires.


3. **Psychometry** - Object Reading; The Ability To Identify Or Tell Something About An Object By Picking Up Thought Waves Implanted By Someone Previously Associated With The Article.

4. **Clairvoyance** - Clear Sight To See Into The Other Dimensions, Second Sight - An Awareness Of Distinct Objects And Events.

All Together, There Are Really Only Five Senses Meaning, You Have Just Two Human Senses: "See" And "Feel" Because 1. "Taste" Is A Sense Of Touch - Matter Touches Taste Buds 2. "Smell" Is A Sense Of Touch - Particles Touch Nerves That React To Smell And 3. "Hear" Is A Sense Of Touch. Because Sound Waves Touch The Ear Drum And Causes It To Vibrate. This Comes Down To One Sense, Touch And The Other Is, See. And When You Add The Four Higher Senses, "Telepathy," "Intuition," "Psychometry," And "Clairvoyance" You Have Six Senses. These Are The Senses That Allowed You To Be In Contact With The Eloheem Anunnaqi At All Times And At Random. This Is Also Where The Term "He Has No Sense" Comes From. The Five Physical Senses Come To One. The Four Higher Senses Come To One, Which The Four Higher Senses Are Activated By What Is Called Perception, And To Touch Is To Perceive.

As Previously Mentioned, Not Only Was The Barathary Gland Removed From Zakar And Hawwah, It Was Also Removed From Their Children: By The Time Enos The Son Of Seth (Who Was The Son Of Adam), Was Born, The Barathary Gland Was No Longer In The Genes, So He Was Born Without It. He
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Was The First Mortal (Genesis 4:26) And He Could No Longer Communicate With The Eloheem. Thus He Was Left Only Able To Call On One Deity. The Removal Of The Barathary Gland Cut Off The Four Higher Senses, And You (The Enosites) Became Lame Or Crippled (Genesis 3:22). However, If The Barathary Gland Were To Be Returned, It Would Be Reinserted Into The Lower Part Of The Chin, Referred To As The Submental Area Meaning "Sub" (Lower) And "Mental" (That Which Reacts To The Mind). If The Tonsils And The Appendix Were Removed, They Would Be Replaced (Refer To Man From Planet Rizq, Scroll #80).

Figure 15
Seth Son Of Zakar And Nekaybaw

Figure 16
Bashiyrah Wife Of Seth

Figure 17
Enos, Son Of Seth And Aqlimiyah

Ques: How Do The Five Human Senses Actually Function?
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The Sense Organs Do Not Actually See, Smell, Taste, Hear Or Touch; Rather, They Contain Receptor Cells Which Respond To Messages From The Brain As They Experience External Stimuli. They Work By Touch, The One Real Sense. Receptor Cells Are Sensitive To Specific Classes Of Stimuli Within A Certain Range Of Intensity. To Explain Stimuli (Plural For Stimulus) - Is External Interference Or Action Upon Receptor Cells. Light, For Example, Is A Stimulus For Vision. Your Ability To See Depends Upon A Certain Amount Of Light Penetrating The Lens And Cornea Of The Eye. So That It Focuses On The Delicate Retina. This Part Of The Eye Has Nerve Cells Which Relay Impulses To The Cerebral Cortex Of The Brain. Thus An Image Is Visualized.

SIGHT

Your Eyes Are Often Said To Be Windows Of The Soul. They Are Spherical Structures Anchored By Six Muscles Into Bony Sockets In The Skull. Under The Direction Of The Brain, These Muscles Allow The Eye To Track Moving Objects. The Inner Mechanism Of The Eye Has A Superficial Resemblance To That Of A Camera; Light Rays Are Focused Through A Lens On - To A Light-Sensitive Area, The Retina. But This Camera Is A Highly Flexible One, And It's Attached To A Supercomputer. The Retina Itself Is Made Of About 130 Million Receptors, And The Eye Can Distinguish 8 Million Colors.


Retina:

The Ciliary Muscle Enables The Lens To Alter Its Shape To Focus On Near Or Distant Objects. The Back Portion Of The Retina Is Continuous With The Optic Nerve. This Area Is Made Up Of Three Layers Of Neurons (Nerve Cells): (1) Ganglionic Cells, (2) Bipolar Cells And (3) Rods And Cone Cells. These Comprise The Receptors For The Sense Of Sight. These Cells Number Seven Million Of
Humans Were Created From The Cone Type, And One Hundred Million Of The Rod Type In Each Human Retina. The Cones Are Used For Daylight Vision, When You See Detail, And Color Of Objects. The Rods Are Responsible For Twilight Vision. By Means Of A Pigment Called Visual Purple, Which Requires Vitamin A For Its Proper Chemical Functioning.

Upon Being Stimulated By Light, Complex Electro-Chemical Changes Occur, And Nerve Impulses Are Sent By Way Of The Optic Nerve To The Occipital Lobe Of The Cerebral Cortex. There Is Touch There.

HEARING

There Are Two Sets Of Receptors In The Ear: One Set Is Concerned With Hearing And The Other With Position Sense. The Acoustic Nerve Serves As The Pathway To The Temporal Lobe Of The Cerebral Cortex. Each Ear Consists Of Three Distinct Divisions: The External, Middle And Inner Ear.

The Middle Ear Transmits Sound Waves From The External To The Inner Ear. These Sound Waves, Are Set Up By The Tympanic Membrane That Lies At The End Of The Outer Ear. The Middle Ear Is A Tiny, Irregular Cavity In The Temporal Bone, A Chain Of Three Tiny Movable Bones Extends Across The Cavity Of The Middle Ear. The Function Of These Bones Is To Transmit Sound Waves From The Tympanic Membrane (Ear Drum) To The Inner Ear.

The Inner Ear Is A Complex Network Of Small, Fluid-Filled Canals. The Inner Ear Contains The Receptors For Hearing And Position Sense, A Part Of This Organ, The Cochlea, Detects Sound. Vibrations Set Up In The Fluid Are Transferred To An Interior Base Membrane And Then To Groups Of Microscopic Hairs Which Respond To Particular Frequencies. These, In Turn, Convey The Impulses To The Eighth Cranial Or Acoustic Nerve. Other Portions Of The Inner Ear Are Concerned With Balancement And Positioning. Three Semi-Circular Canals, Set At Right Angles To Each Other, Convey, A Sense Of Motion. These Signals Are Triggered By The Rocking Of The Fluid In The Canals.

The Ears Are Extremely Sensitive To The Smallest Differences In The Intensity Of A Sound And To The Time Of Its Arrival To Each Ear. This Fine Discrimination Makes It Possible Not Only To Detect The Source While Ignoring Those Of Less Importance.
The Sense Of Hearing Is The Last To Disappear When A Person Falls Into States Of Unconsciousness; Sleep, Anesthesia And Death. It Is Also The First Of The Senses To Return Upon Awakening Or Coming Out Of A State Of Anesthesia. There Is Touch There.

**TASTE And SMELL**

The Olfactory Senses Evolved To Keep Animals Away From Danger, Which Is Why Rotten Food Tastes Awful And Foul Air Smells Foul. But Our Alarm System Also Gives Us Intense Pleasure. The Nerve Endings In The Back Of Your Nose Are Extremely Sensitive, Responding To Minute Concentrations Of Airborne Chemicals. Scent And Taste Receptors Respond To The Shape Of Molecules, And A Signal Is Sent Into The Brain.

The Taste Buds Are The Receptors For The Sense Of Taste. They Are Clusters Of Cells Contained In Goblet-Shaped Structures Called Papillae, Which Are Located On The Tongue And Soft Palate. At The Top Of Each Bud Is An Opening Called "A Taste Pore" Through This Opening, Solutions Enter, In Order To Stimulate The Receptors. Substances Must Be In Solution In Order To Be Tasted, Thus One Of The Functions Of Saliva Is To Dissolve Substances So That They Can Enter The Taste Pores And Stimulate The Receptors.

The Receptors On The Tip Of The Tongue Are Sensitive To Salt And Sweets, On The Sides, They Are Sensitive To Sour And Salt And At The Back Of The Tongue And Roof Of The Mouth, Is The Taste Sensitivity To Bitterness. The Front Two-Thirds Of The Tongue Is Supplied By One Nerve, The Lingual Nerve. The Back Of The Tongue By Another, And The Throat And Larynx By Certain Branches Of The Vagus Nerves. All Of These Nerves Subserve Touch, Temperature, And Pain Sensitivity In The Tongue, As Well As Taste. From The Medulla Of The Brain, The Gustatory (Taste) Fibers Ascend By A Pathway To A Small Cluster Of Cells In The Thalamus And From There To The Taste-Receiving Area In The Back Of The Cerebral Cortex. There Is Touch There.

**TOUCH**

Touch Is Something That Happens To Every Part Of Our Body. It Warns Us When Things Get Too Hot Or Too Cold, Brings Us The All-Important Feeling Of Physical Intimacy, And Another Uniquely Emotional Experience - Pain. The Human Hand Is A Web Of Nerves-Muscles Controlling Motor Nerves As Well As The Sensory Nerves That Carry Thought Signals To The Brain. Our Fingers Must Be Strong Enough To Manipulate Their Environment As Well As Serving As Antennae To Explore It.

---

**Figure 20**
The Scent And Taste Receptors
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The Skin, As A Major Sensory Organ, Has Its Own Subdivisions Of Sense Receptors Which Respond To Various Stimuli; Heat, Cold, Pressure And Pain. It Has Been Observed That There Are Two Senses Of Pressure, One For Light And One For Deep Stimulation. Two, For Two Kinds Of Temperature Sensitivity, (Warmth And Cold), And One For Pain. These Together, Are Sometimes Referred To As The Cutaneous Senses. Not All Parts Of The Body Are Equally Sensitive. An Area That Has Few Receptors Can Be Almost Insensitive, While Areas Of High Sensitivity Have Many Receptors. In Studies, It Has Been Found That The Number Of Spots For Pain Sensitivity Were The Most; Next In Line Was Touch, Then Cold. The Least Amount Of Areas Were Found For Sensitivity To Warmth.

Receptors For Touch Are Found Around The Hair Follicles In The Form Of Three Nerve Endings, And In The Papillary Layer Of The Skin. Those For Pressure Are Found In The Tissues Beneath The Skin, In The Mucous And Serous Membranes, And Near Tendons And Joints. Impulses From These Receptors Travel To The Brain And Spinal Cord. Nerve Fibers Differ In Dimension And The Speed At Which They Conduct Impulses. Each Of The Nerves Distributed Along The Spinal Cord Contains A Sensory Bundle That Services A Well Defined Strip Of Skin, About An Inch Or More Wide. This Sensory Bundle Is Called A Dermatome As Spinal Nerves Overlap, Each Place On The Skin Will Represent Two, And Sometimes Three Dermatomes. This Makes A Segmented Pattern All Over The Body, From The Head To The Toes. All Dermatomes Channel Into A Single Relay Center Deep Within The Brain In The Thalamus, From Here, Impulses Are Transferred To The Parietal Lobe Of The Cerebral Cortex.

The Receptors For Cold Also Lie Near The Surface Of The Skin. Those For Heat Lie Deep In The Skin. The Receptors For Pain Are Free Nerve Endings Scattered Throughout The Body Which Is An Estimated Seven Million. These Receptors Respond To More Than One Type Of Stimuli. An Intense Stimulus Of Any Kind, A Hot Object, For Example, Can Affect Them. This Type Of Pain, Experienced Superficially Or Deep In The Skin And Muscles, Tendons And Joints, Is Called Somatic Pain.

Yet Another Type Of Pain That Affects Us Is Called Visceral Pain. This Type Of Pain Is Experienced By The Internal Organs Of The Body. When Impulses Concerning Pain Arrive In The Brain, A Reflex Occurs Which May Be The Feelings Of Pain, The Tightening Of Muscles, Or The Secretion Of Mucus In The Affected Organ. In This Case Pain Is Localized Accurately. There Are Cases On The Other Hand, Where The Sensations Of Pain Are Referred To A Related Area On The Skin. This Happens When Impulses For Visceral Pain Must Use The Same Pathway As Those For Cutaneous Pain.

Ques: What Is The Physical Body Composed Of?
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The Physical Body Is A Composition Of Bacteria And Fungus Called Living Matter. Through Protoplasm, Organs And Systems, You Became A Living Being, Male And Female, And When You Die You Will Turn Back To Dust Of The Ground - Mud And Clay.

The Adult Body As A Whole Is Made Up Of 65% Oxygen, 18% Carbon, 10% Hydrogen, 3% Nitrogen, 1 1/2% Calcium, 1% Phosphorus, And 1 1/2% Of Other Elements. About 7/10 Of The Body Is Water, And The Elements Combine In Many Different Ways To Form Thousands Of Compounds Such As: Vitamins, Hormones, And Enzymes, Which Are All Essential For Life.

Ques: What Is Fungus?

Fungi Are Multicellular Organism's Adapted To Absorbing Food Molecules From Their Surroundings. They Absorb Food Through Their Cell Walls And Plasma Membranes. Fungi May Be Saprobess, Absorbing Food From Dead Organic Matter, Or Parasites, Absorbing Food From The Living Bodies Of Other Organisms That Obtain Food By Decomposing Organic Matter. It Was Once Considered Plants, But Studies Later Revealed That Fungi Have Characteristics That No Known Plant Possesses. Fungi Have Adapted To Almost Every Environment Where Organic Material And Moisture Are Available. A Single Fungus May Produce Millions, Or Even Trillions Of Spores At A Time. Because Of Their Unusual Combination Of Traits, Fungi Are Classified In A Separate Kingdom.

Ques: What Is Bacteria?

Ans: The First Plant Life Were Simple Plants That Began As One-Celled Organisms Of The Classes Known Today As Bacteria. These Originated In The Water, Yet Their Structure And Composition Enabled Them To Exist In All Types Of Environments And Conditions. Bacteria Is Probably The Most Numerous Of All Organisms And They Can Be Found Almost Everywhere. Anything That Comes In Contact With The Air Picks Up Bacteria, Which Grow And Reproduce If They Have Enough Food.

Ques: How Does The Human Body Function?


The Skin

The Skin Is The Body's Largest Organ And Its Main Source Of Protection Against Infection And Fluid Loss. Completely Damaged Skin Can Be Replaced By Healing Or By Grafting. The Epidermal Cells At The Surface Of The Skin Are Constantly Dying And Sloughing Off. They Are Replaced By The Division Of Cells In The A.sal Layer. In This Way Minor Damage To The Skin Is Quickly Repaired, And The Body Maintains A Constantly Renewed Mechanical Barrier Against Injury, Infection, And Water Loss. The Skin Also Produces Chemical Defenses: Its Sebaceous Glands Produce Oil And Wax, And Its Sweat Glands Produce Sweat. The Skin Is Also The Home Of Millions Of Other Bacteria. In Addition, The Epithelial Coverings Of The Other Body Surfaces - The Lining Of The Nose, Mouth, And The Vagina Also Produce Protective Secretions And Have Their Own Resident Microorganisms. Besides Protecting The Body Against Diseases And Injury, The Skin Plays A Vital Role Intemperate Regulation, Production Of Cholesterol, And The Detection Of Stimuli Such As Pressure And Temperature.


![Figure 22: Three-Dimensional View Of The Skin](image)

The Skin Excretes Approximately One Pint Of Water A Day. Yet, This Amount Varies According To The Type Of Exercise And The Environmental Temperature. If Excessive Amounts Of Sweating Occurs, A Great Deal Of Sodium Chloride (Salt) May Be Lost. The Skin Is Protected By A Thick, Oily Substance Known As Sebum Which Is Secreted By The Sebaceous Glands. Sebum Lubricates The Skin, Keeping It Soft And Pliable.

**THE SKELETAL-MUSCULAR SYSTEM**


Skeletal-Muscles Vary In Size, Shape, Power And Method Of Attachment. These Muscular Engines Enable Us To Execute All Manners Of Voluntary Movements. They Also Make Up The So-Called "Red Meat" Of The Body, Which Comprises About 36 Percent Of The Body Weight In Women And 42 Percent In Men. The Combined Weight Of All The Skeletal-Muscles In The Body Is About Three (3) Times As Great As That Of All The Bones.

**Functions**

Skeletal-Muscles Are Responsible For The Movements Of Parts Of The Body Or The Body As A Whole And Are Used In Both Voluntary And Reflex Movements. When Muscles Contract, They Become
Humans Were Created From Shorter And Thus Exert A Pull On Their Attachments. Most Skeletal-Muscles Are Attached To The Bones, Which Function As Levers, And Move Those Bones At The Joints, Which Serve As Support.

Muscles Do Not Usually Lie Directly Over The Body Part That It Is To Move; Instead, They Are Either Located Above, Or Below It, In Front Of Or Behind It, Depending On The Desired Movement. For Example, The Muscle Bodies Which Move The Forearm Are Located In The Region Of The Arm, With Their Tendons Crossing The Elbow Joint To Insert On The Bones Of The Forearm.

![Image of Skeletal System]

**Figure 23**
The Skeletal (Bone) System

Many Skeletal Muscles Are Arranged In Pairs. When One Of A Pair Contracts, The Other Muscle Of The Pair Relaxes. The First Is Called The **Prime Mover**, And The Second The **Antagonist**. The Relaxation Of The Antagonist Makes Possible Coordinated Movement.

When You Wish To Perform A Particular Act, Such As Rubbing Your Eye, The Act As A Whole Is Thought Of. You Do Not Analyze It Into The Individual Muscles You Are Going To Use. Were It Not For Our Muscle Tissue, Our Bones And Joints Would Be Useless, Food Could Not Move Through The Digestive Tract, And Blood Could Not Move Through The Digestive Tract, And Blood Could Not Circulate Through The Vessels Of The Body. Any Type Of Movement Would Be Quite Impossible. Muscle Tissue Is Most Famous For Its Ability To Contract, Or To Shorten, Thus Producing Movement Of Internal And External Body Parts. An Example Of This Is The Important Activity That Begins Long Before One Is Born And Continues Until Your Last Minute Of Life. This Is The Contraction Of The Heart Muscle, Which Results In The Pumping Of Blood To All Parts Of The Body.
Classification Of Bones:

Bones Are Classified On The Basis Of Their Shape Rather Than According To Size. For Example, The Relatively Small Bones In Your Fingers Are Still Referred To As "Long Bones:"

Ques: What Are Long Bones?

Ans: Long Bones Are Found In The Upper And The Lower Extremities, The Only Exceptions Being The Bones Of The Wrists, The Ankles And The Knee Caps. Short Bones Are Located In The Wrist And The Ankle. They Might Be Described As Cubical In Shape And Consist Of Spongy Bone Covered With A Shell Of Compact Bone.

Flat Bones Are Relatively Thin, Each Being Composed Of Two Plates Of Compact Bone. Enclosed Between Them Is A Layer Of Spongy Bone. The Ribs And Several Of The Skull Bones Are Examples Of This.

Irregular Bones Appear In Various Shapes And Include All That Are Not In One Of The Preceding Classes. For Example, Bones Of The Spinal Column, The Jaw, Etc. Are Irregular Bones. Bulky Portions Of These Bones Consist Of Spongy Bone Surrounded By A Layer Of Compact Bone, While The Thinner Parts May Be Composed Of Two Plates Of Compact Bone With A Small Amount Of Spongy Bone Between Them.

THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM

The Digestive System Prepares Food So The Cells Can Use It, Absorb The Food Into The Body, And Eliminates Any Material That Cannot Be Absorbed. This System Is Mainly A Long Tube, Called The Alimentary Canal. This Tube Is Enlarged In Some Areas And Coiled In Others. It Extends From The Mouth To The Anus, The Lower End Of The Large Intestine. The System Includes The Mouth, Esophagus, Stomach, Small Intestine, And Large Intestine. Other Organs Of The Digestive System Include The Salivary Glands, Teeth, Pancreas, Liver, And Gall Bladder.

It Is Important To Note That The Foods You Eat Must First Be Broken Down Into Much Simpler Substances That Can Pass Through Membranes Into The Bloodstream And Be Absorbed By The Cells. Meat, Eggs, And Fish (Which Are High In Protein) Must Be Broken Down Into Amino Acids; Potatoes, Rice, And Bread (Which Are Carbohydrates) Must Be Broken Down Into Sugars; Butter, Margarine, And Olive Oil (Which Contain Oils And Fats) Must Be Broken Down Into Fatty Acids And Glycerol, A Simple Sugar. These Substances (Amino Acids, Sugars And Fatty Acids) Are Referred To As The End Products Of Digestion.

The Mouth:

The Saliva

The Saliva Is About 98 Percent Water. The Remaining Two Percent Includes An Enzyme Called Salivary Amylase, Which Starts The Digestion Of Carbohydrates Into Their Proper Sugars. Digestive Enzymes Are Needed In Order For The Body To Break Down Food Disregard Into The Amino Acids, Sugars, Fatty Acids, And Glycerol Required By The Cells Of The Body.

Diagram 3
A Diagram Of The Mouth

The Esophagus

The Bolus (Food) Is Swallowed Into The Esophagus, A Tube Connecting The Throat To The Stomach. It Is Pushed Through The Esophagus By Peristaltic Motion, Which Is, By The Continuous Contraction Of The Muscles Behind The Bolus.

Stomach

The Stomach Is A Thick-Walled Enlargement Of The Digestive Tract. It Forms A J-Shaped Bag That Extends Diagonally From The Left Side Of The Body To The Right Side. The Stomach Serves As A Storage Place For Food; It Can Hold Up To Four Quarts Of Liquid When Fully Distended. The Digestive System Breaks Down And Absorbs The Food At A Slower Pace, As The Body Needs It.

The Digestion In The Stomach

Only A Limited Amount Of Digestion Occurs In The Stomach. Most Of The Digestion Takes Place In The Small Intestine. Proteins Are The Only Food Stuffs Broken Down In The Stomach, And Even They Are Only Partially Digested.

Rich In Carbohydrates Are Converted Into Chyme In About Three Hours. Proteins Are Broken Down More Slowly, And Fats And Oils Are Broken Down Only After Five Hours Or So.

The Chyme Leaves The **Pyloric Sphincter**, A Circular Muscle Located At The End Of The Stomach Where It Joins The Small Intestine. The Pyloric Sphincter Is Normally Contracted, And This Prevents The Foods In The Stomach From Leaving Until They Have Been Reduced To The Proper State. At This Point The Sphincter Relaxes And Allows Small Amounts Of Chyme To Squirt Into The Small Intestine By The Peristaltic Contractions Of The Stomach. The Phyloric Sphincter Then Closes Again.

The Small Intestine

The Small Intestine Is Where Most Digestion Takes Place And The End Products Of Digestion: (Amino Acids, Sugars, Fatty Acids, Minerals, And Vitamins) Are Finally Absorbed Into The Body. The Small
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Intestine Is A Tube About One Inch Thick. It Is 23 Feet In Length, And Twisted About On Itself. It Fills Most Of The Abdominal Cavity.

The Entire Inner Surface Of The Intestine Consists Of About Five Million Extremely Small Projections Called Villi That Give The Lining The Appearance Of Fine Velvet. The Final Products Of Digestion Are Absorbed Into The Body Through The Villi. The Wall Of Each Villus Consists Of A Single Layer Of Cells, The Cells Have An Average Lifetime Of One To Three Days Before They Are Sloughed Off And Replaced By Others. In Order To Absorb Nutrients, Each Villus Contains Blood Capillaries And A Small Tube Called A Lacteal, That Is Part Of The Lymphatic System. To Ensure That The Villi Come Into Contact With As Much Of The Chyme As Possible, Each Villus Contains A Fine Muscle Fiber Which Contracts And Relaxes Spontaneously. These Contractions Cause The Villi To Sway From Side To Side, To Elongate And Contract.

The Pancreas


Ques: What Is The Liver?


Figure 27
The Liver
THE URINARY SYSTEM

The Urinary System Consists Of **Kidneys, Ureters, Bladder, And Urethra.** This System Removes Urea And Other Waste Products From The Body In Liquid Urine. These Waste Products Result From The Use Of Food In The Cells Or From The Removal Of Dissolved Dead Cells. They Go From The Cells Into The Blood Stream. The Blood Carries The Wastes To The Kidney, Which Remove Waste Products And Water From The Blood. Special Cells In The Kidney Return Some Water And Other Needed Materials To The Blood. The Kidneys Are The Most Vital Organs For Purifying The Blood, And For This Reason, Diseases Or Obstructions In The Kidneys Are Likely To Affect The Functioning Of The Heart And Circulatory System. The Rest Of The Liquid Passes Through The Ureters To The Bladder. Urine Is Stored In The Bladder Until It Passes From The Body Through The Urethra.

An Enormous Quantity Of Blood; About 1,800 Quarts Passes Through The Kidneys Every Day. The Kidneys Filter Waste Substances-Excess Water, Urea, Mineral Salts, And Other Products From The Blood And Return The Blood To The Heart Via Two **Renal Veins.** The Only Substances That Do Not Pass Through The Kidneys Are Those That Are Too Large, Protein Substances. These Substances Return To The Main Blood Circulation. In Each Kidney, The Waste Substances Collect And Are Expelled In Fluid Form Through A Ureter. Every Day The Body Produces About Two (2) Quarts Of This Fluid, Which Is Called **Urine.**

**Kidneys**

The Bladder

The Bladder Is A Muscular Sac In Which Urine Is Stored. When A Sufficient Amount Of Urine Collects, It Is Discharged From The Body Through A Tube Called The **Urethra.** The Muscles Surrounding The Bladder Are Wrapped Around It In Three Directions. These Muscles Are Very Elastic And Can Expand Greatly, Allowing The Bladder To Hold More Than A Quart Of Urine If Necessary. A Sphincter Muscle, Which Is Under Our Conscious Control, Surrounds The Urethra And Prevents The Urine From Discharging From The Bladder Uncontrolled.

**THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM**

The Respiratory System Includes The **Nose, Larynx, Trachea, And Lungs.** This System Brings Air Into The Body And Removes Carbon Dioxide Through The Process Of Breathing. Cells Need The Oxygen In The Air To Break Down Foods And Release Energy. Carbon Dioxide Forms As A Waste Product When Foods Are Broken Down. **External Respiration** Is The Exchange Of Oxygen And
Humans Were Created From Carbon Dioxide In The Lungs. Internal Respiration Is The Intake Of Oxygen And The Release Of Carbon Dioxide By Individual Cells.


The Lungs

The Lungs Are The Essential Organs Of Respiration. Since It Is Here That The Exchange Of Gases Between The Blood And Air Takes Place. They Lie Within The Thoracic Cavity, One On Either Side Of The Heart And The Other Contents In The Space Between The Lungs. The Lungs Are Light, Porous And Spongy In Texture, And They Will Float When Placed In Water. An Important Feature Of The Lung Tissue Is Its Great Elasticity; This Property Is Of Fundamental Importance During The Act Of Breathing.

**THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM**

Which Means That The Blood Ordinarily Does Not Leave The System; Rather It Is Pumped Through The Body In A Continuous Circuit.


![Figure 30](image)
**The Circulatory System**

**The Heart**

The Heart, Which Is Located In The Chest Between The Lungs And A Little To The Left Of The Center Of The Body, Hangs Suspended From A Group Of Large Blood Vessels Within The Thoracic Cavity. In An Adult, The Heart Is About The Size Of A Closed Fist, And Weighs About 11 OZ.

![Figure 31](image)
**The Heart**

Ques: How Does The Heart Beat?

Ans: Heart Tissue Has The Innate Ability To Contract Rhythmically And Spontaneously Without The Necessity Of Any Outside Nerve Stimulation At All. If The Beating Heart Of A Small Animal Is Removed And Placed In A Nutrient Solution That Is Chemically Similar To The Animal's Body Fluid, The Disembodied Heart Will Continue To Contract Rhythmically. In Fact, If Only A Piece Of Tissue Is Removed It Will Continue To Contract. This Contractive Impulse Is Initiated By Allah, Even Though Scientists Attribute It To Muscle Fibers Called Purkinje Fibers, Which Have Many Of The Characteristics Of Nerve Fibers.


The Rate Of Heartbeat Is Controlled By Nerve Impulses Transmitted From The Autonomic Nervous System. The Heartbeat Averages 100 Beats Per Minute In A 3 Year-Old, About 90 Beats Per Minute In A 12 Year-Old, And About 70 Beats Per Minute In A Young Adult. The Heartbeat Increases Again To About 80 Beats Per Minute As One Grows Older. The Rate Of Heartbeat Can Be Affected By Temperature; Extreme Cold Makes The Heart Beat More Slowly, Heat Makes The Heart Beat More Quickly. Chemicals Can Also Influence The Heartbeat. An Excess Of Carbon Dioxide In The Blood, For Example, Increases The Rate Of Heartbeat.

The Flow Of Blood Through The Heart:


The Period During Which The Heart Muscle Contracts Is Called Systole; The Period During Which The Heart Muscle Relaxes Is Diastole. The Atria Relax And Contract At Different Times, In Such A Way As To Ensure That The Ventricles Always Have Available A Full Supply Of Blood.

The Atria Are Relaxed And Filling With Blood During The Contraction Of The Ventricles. Just Before The Ventricles Reach The End Of Their Contraction, The Atria Begin To Contract. This Builds Up Pressure In The Atria With The Result That Blood Enters The Ventricles As Soon As They Reach The
End Of Their Contraction. As The Ventricles Contract Again, The Atria Relax Letting In A Fresh Supply Of Blood. As Blood Flows From The Atrium To The Ventricle, It Is Prevented From Flowing Backwards By A System Of Valves Within Each Half Of The Heart.

A Valve Called The **Atrioventricular Valve** Is Located In The Passageway Between Each Atrium And Ventricle. This Valve Consists Of Thin, Leaf-Shaped Flaps That Extend From The Walls Of The Passageway. When Blood Flows From The Atrium To The Ventricle, These Flaps Are Pressed Flat Against The Wall Of The Passageway So That They Offer No Resistance Of Flow. However, If The Blood Attempts To Flow In The Opposite Direction, As When The Ventricle Contracts, The Flaps Are Forced Away From The Sides Of The Passageway And They Press Tightly Against Each Other To Block The Flow Of Blood. String-Like Ligaments Attached To The Heart Muscle And The Flaps Open.

Another Valve, The **Semilunar Valve**, Is Located At The Exit Of Each Ventricle. The Semilunar Valve Consists Of Pocket-Like Flaps Of Tissue From The Ventricle. The Pressure Flattens To The Flaps Against The Sides Of The Passageway. When The Ventricle Is Relaxed And Filling With Another Supply Of Blood, The Valves Close; The Pockets Of The Valves Fill With Backed-Up Blood And Press Tightly Against Each Other, Thus Blocking Any Flow Of Blood Into The Ventricle.

The Valve Actions Are Reflected In The Sounds **"Lubb-Dubb, Lubb-Dubb"** Made By The Heart. The "Lubb" Sound Is Made By The Atrioventricular Valves As They Close At The Beginning Of Systole. The "Dubb" Sound, Which Is Louder And Sharper, Is Made By The Closing Of The Semilunar Valves At The Beginning Of Diastole. When You Lie Quietly, You Can Feel Your Entire Body Pulsating In Time To The Beating Of Your Heart. This Pulsating Is Not Caused By The Pulsation Of The Blood Within The Blood Vessels, As Many People Suppose. Rather, It Is Produced By The Valves Of The Heart As They Slap Shut During Systole And Diastole. The Slapping Together Of The Valves Produces Pulse Waves That Pass Through The Blood In The Arteries.

**Ques:** What Are Blood Vessels?

**Ans:** Blood Travels Through The Body Within A System Of Blood Vessels Consisting Of **Arteries, Capillaries, And Veins**. Arteries Branch Continually Into Smaller Arteries, Into **Arterioles**, And Finally Into A Network Of Thin-Walled Capillaries. Oxygen And Nutrients From The Blood Pass Through The Capillary Walls And Reach The Cells. Carbon Dioxide And Other Waste Products Enter The Capillaries From Nearby Cells. The Capillaries Unite Into **Venules**, Then Small Veins, Then Increasingly Larger Veins. It Is Through This **Venous** (Vein) **System** That Deoxygenated Blood Returns To The Heart.

**Ques:** What Are Arteries?

**Ans:** The System Of Blood Vessels That Carries Blood From The Heart To The Body Is The **Arterial System**. Blood Vessels Of The Arterial System Are Called Arteries. The Principal Artery In The Body, The **Aorta**, Is Connected Directly To The Heart. The Left Side Of The Heart Discharges The Blood Into The Aorta. The Aorta Ascends From The Heart, Arches Over To The Back Of The Heart, And Then Descends The Length Of The Trunk, Keeping Close To The Vertebral Column, Which Protects It Against External Injuries.

**Ques:** What Are Capillaries?

**Ans:** Capillaries Are The Primary Distributors Of Blood To The Cells Of The Body. Because The Walls Of A Capillary Consist Of A Single Layer Of Cells, It Is Possible For Nutrients, Oxygen, And Other Substances To Diffuse Out Of A Capillary And The Cells, And For Waste Products, Such As Carbon Dioxide, To Pass Through The Capillary Walls From Nearby Cells. The Diameter Of A Capillary Is Only About Eight Microns, Which Is Smaller Than The Diameter Of An Arteriole. Therefore, Red
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![Figure 32](image)

**Figure 32**

**Interior Of The Heart And Blood Vessels Of The Neck**

**Veins**

Upon Leaving The Capillaries, Blood Drains Into Very Tiny Veins Called **Venules**, The Venules Join Together Again To Form Veins, And The Veins Increase In Size As They Approach The Heart. Veins Returning Deoxygenated Blood To The Heart Converge Into Two Large Veins Called The **Superior Vena Cava**, And The **Inferior Vena Cava**, Which Enter The Right Atrium Together. Since Veins Do Not Have To Withstand The Relatively High Pressures To Which The Arterial System Is Subjected, They Are Correspondingly Thinner And Do Not Have The Structure Of Muscle And Connective Tissue That Is Found In The Arteries. In Fact, Were It Not For The Pressure Of The Blood With The Veins, They Would Collapse, Just As Fire Hoses Collapse Once They Are Drained Of Water.


**Plasma**

Plasma Is About 92 Percent Water. The Remaining Eight Percent Consists Of Chemical Substances Dissolved Or Suspended In The Water: Proteins, Salts, Amino Acids, Glucose, Fats, Hormones, Antibodies, Enzymes, Vitamins, Dissolved Gases Such As Oxygen And Nitrogen, And Urea (Which Is A Solid Component Of Urine), And Other Waste Products. Altogether, There Are About 100 Different Substances In Plasma. They All Help In Some Way To Keep The Body Alive And Functioning Normally.
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Red Blood Cells

The Red Blood Cells or Erythrocytes, are extremely tiny, round objects surrounded by a membrane. Red Blood Cells are vital to the body because they transport oxygen to the cells and carry away carbon dioxide. This is accomplished by protein molecules called Hemoglobin.

Each Red Blood Cell contains about 280 million Hemoglobin molecules. A part of each Hemoglobin molecule is a pigment called Heme. Which contains an atom of iron. It is the iron atom that attracts a molecule of oxygen in the lungs and thus enables the blood to transport the oxygen through the body.

White Blood Cells

White Blood Cells, or Leucocytes, are much less numerous than Red Blood Cells. For every White Blood Cell in the body, there are 700 Red Blood Cells to twice the size of Red Blood Cells. Children normally have about twice as many Leucocytes as adults.

The primary function of Leucocytes must move actively through the body. The White Blood Cells are flexible and can squeeze past the thin walls of the capillaries as they make their way to the site of an infection. At the site of the infection, certain Leucocytes destroy microorganisms by surrounding and absorbing the microorganisms into their cell bodies, and then digesting them. Leucocytes increase in number considerably during periods of illness.

If there is an enormous increase in the number of Leucocytes without any accompanying disease or infection, the cause may be Leukemia. Leukemia is a cancer of those tissues that produce the White Blood Cells. The cancer stimulates the tissues to produce an abnormally large number of Leucocytes, as high as 500,000 or one million per cubic millimeter. The White Cells crowd out the Red Blood Cells and platelets, producing anemia and bleeding.

Figure 33
The Urinary System
Removing Waste Products From The Blood
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Blood Platelets


THE LYMPHATIC SYSTEM


In The Lymphatic System Exists Lymph Nodes, Lumpy Collections Of Cells, At The Junctures Of The Larger Lymphatic Vessels. There Are Large Collections Of Lymph Nodes In The Groin, Under The Armpits, And In The Neck. These Lymph Nodes Produce Lymphocytes And Antibodies That Protect The Body Against Disease And Infection. They Also Act As Filters That Trap Any Foreign Particles And Bacteria In The Body. When Foreign Microorganisms Enter The Body, The Lymph Nodes Grow Larger As They Produce The Large Number Of Lymphocytes Necessary To Fight Off The Infection. The Tonsils For Example, Are Made Of Lymphatic Tissue. They Often Swell When There Is An Infection In The Throat.

Figure 34
The Lymphatic System: Transportation Of Materials To And From The Cells.

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

The Maintenance Of The Body Is Highly Dependent Upon The Two Great Communication Systems Of The Body; The Nervous System And The Endocrine System. The Most Rapid Communication Service Is Provided By The Nervous System, Which Is Comparable To The Telephone System; Nerve Impulses,
Humans Were Created From Traveling Swiftly To And From The Central Nervous System "Switch Boards" Over Nerve Fiber "Wires" Enable One To Make Rapid Adjustments In Both The External And The Internal Environments. The Endocrine System Provides A Slower Form Of Communication, Because Its Messages Are Carried In The Blood Stream In The Form Of Highly Specialized Chemical Substances (Hormones). These Two Communication Systems Are Closely Coordinated; Each One Depends On The Other For Its Performance.


The Peripheral Nervous System Consists Of 31 Pairs Of Nerves That Leave The Spinal Cord, And 12 Pairs Of Nerves That Connect The Brain With Various Parts Of The Body. These Parts Include The Eyes, Nose, Ears, Lungs, Heart, And Digestive System.

The Somatic Portion Of The Peripheral Nervous System Regulates Muscles That Move At Will. Spinal Nerves Carry "Messages" From The Sense Organs To The Spinal Cord And The Brain, And From The Brain And The Spinal Cord To The Muscles Of The Body.

The Autonomic Nervous System Regulates The Activity Of Many Organs That Are Not Controlled By The Conscious Mind. These Organs Include The Stomach, Bladder, Heart, Blood Vessels, Adrenal Glands, And Sweat Glands. These Nerves Are Regulated Through The Central Nervous System, But At A Subconscious Level. Some Of Their Actions Are Influenced By The Emotions.

The Brain

The Brain Is Encased Within The Heavy Bones Of The Cranium, Commonly Called The Skull; The Spinal Cord Passes Through The Hollow Centers Of The Bone That Make Up The Vertebral Column,

When A Person Experiences Fear Or Anger, He Often Feels His Heart "Race." The Brain Interprets The Anger Or Fear Producing Situation And Slightly Releases The Parasympathetic Slowing Of Heart Rate In Much The Same Way A Driver Releases The Brakes. As The Parasympathetic Control Is Released, The Sympathetic Effect Of Speeding Up The Heart Becomes More Influential And The Heart Rate Increases. Thus, The Parasympathetic And Sympathetic Effects Are Coordinated, And The Actual Heart Rate Is Determined By A Balance Between The Two Opposing Systems.

The Appearance Of A Man In An Emotional Crisis. The Sympathetic Division Is Maximally Activated, Preparing The Man For Fight Or Flight.

THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM


Male Reproductive System:

The Male Gonads, The Testes, Are A Pair Of Organs With Two Primary Functions: To Produce Male Gametes Called Sperm, And To Produce Male Hormones. The Penis Is The Male Reproductive Organ That Makes It Possible For Sperm To Be Delivered To The Body Of The Female.
Ejaculation is the process by which sperm leaves the male's body. The walls of the vas deference contain a thick layer of smooth muscle. During ejaculation, the rhythmic contractions of this smooth muscle propels sperm through the vas deferens. Sperm moves from the vas deferens into the urethra. Smooth muscles surrounding the urethra near the opening to the urinary bladder contract during ejaculation. Contractions of these muscles prevent urination during ejaculation.

Several glands add fluid to the glands as they travel through the vas deferens and urethra. The seminal vesicles are two small glands located near the bladder. The fluid produced by these glands nourishes the sperm. The bulbourethral gland is located just past the prostate. Both glands secrete a thick, clear, alkaline fluid. These secretions mix with sperm to form semen. Semen is expelled from the penis during ejaculation.

The female reproductive system

Female gametes are called ova (singular, ovum) or eggs. The ovaries are the organs responsible for producing eggs. Ovaries are located in the lower part of the abdomen. Eggs released from the ovaries move into the fallopian tubes, which carry the egg into the uterus. The uterus is a hollow, muscular organ about the size of your fist. During pregnancy, the uterus expands to many times its usual size. The lower part of the uterus is a ring of strong muscles known as the cervix. The vagina is a muscular tube that receives sperm ejaculated by a male during intercourse. The lower end of the vagina opens to the outside of the body. During birth, the baby must pass through the cervix and the vagina.
When a child is born, life is passed from one generation to the next. By the time of birth, an infant has already developed for nine months within its mother. During these nine months, a single fertilized cell has become a complete human being, which actually starts 3 months before conception, in reality making the child 1 year old at the time of birth. From the time of conception to all the internal organs are developed to carry out all of life's functions. A development of a human being is a common, but very extraordinary occurrence. Today, worldwide about 141 children are born each minute, 8,500 each hour, and 74 million each year, and that's just the minimum.

The bottom line is, there is no place in any of their scriptures, be it the Old Testament, the New Testament or the Koran that supports the magic concept of "poof" and human beings just came into existence. As you can see from all the different parts of the human body and its intricate systems - and there is more, that it took a gradual process of creation and evolution to make the perfect human. If you take a look at Qur'aan 90:4 it proves that human beings were created to struggle.

Qur'aan 90:4

Indeed We, ([We Not He] Eloheem, Anunnaqi) Khalaq 'created', Al Insaan 'The Enosites' To Encounter Kabad 'Great Difficulty'.

VERILY WE HAVE CREATED MAN INTO TOIL AND STRUGGLE.

The point of this scroll is to impart upon your minds the facts about the creation of the human body. When you think of all of your stories of creation, whether it's in the eyes of religion, science, mythology, philosophy, fiction, all of them originated from the Sumerian doctrine, which tells you that some beings cloned you. Your concept of religion was grafted from the Sumerians and their tablets, who got it from the ANUNNAQI, ELOHEEM. For instance, the correct translation of Qur'aan 51:56 states, and I quote: "And I, ALLAH, have procreated the JINN, the disagreeable, malevolent race of ELOHEEM, ANUNNAQI and the beings from Aldebaran, and Pleiades, and Arcturus constellations, and the enosite 'Human Beings' - seed of ENOS except for them both, to be my slaves.

Abdullah Yusuf Ali's translation states:

"I have only created Jinns and Men, that they may serve Me."

Or the correct translation of Qur'aan 23:115 where it says, and I quote: "Did you think that you all were procreated without a purpose? And that you all would not indeed return to us, ELOHEEM, ANUNNAQI?"
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Abdullah Yusuf Ali's Translation:

"Did Ye Then Think That We Had Created You In Jest, And That Ye Would Not Be Brought Back To Us (For Account)?"

This Came Right Out Of The Sumerian Story Of The Creation.

Ques: What Is The Sumerian Creation Story?

Ans: When The ANUNNAQI, ELOHEEM Descended On Qi, The Planet Earth, In Search Of Gold And Other Minerals To Take Back To Their Original Planet RIZQ, Because It Was Dying, They Had To Work The Gold Mines. The Work Was Too Hard And Back Breaking And The ANUNNAQI Were Complaining. So They All Gathered In Assembly To Solve The Problem. And One ANUNNAQI By The Name Of ENQI, Son Of ANU And Id, Stood Up And Said, "Let A Primitive Worker Be Created!" The Idea Appealed To The ANUNNAQI. The More They Discussed It, The More Clear Their Clamor Grew For Such A Primitive Worker To Take Over The Work Load. But They Wondered, How Can You Create A Being Intelligent Enough To Use Tools And To Follow Orders?

And ENQI Answered, The Creature Whose Name You Uttered- It Exists. All You Have To Do Is Bind Upon It The Image Of The ANUNNAQI, ELOHEEM. The ANUNNAQI Decided And Resolved To Proceed With The Task, And On ENQI'S Suggestion, Assigned The Task To NINTI, Their Chief Medical Officer (Refer To Holy Tablets Chapter Two, El Abd, The Slave). All The ANUNNAQI Agreed To Create A Being That Would Do The Job For Them. And This Being They Called LULU AMELU, Meaning "Primitive Worker."

The Creation Of The First Human Was Done By Genetic Manipulation. It Was Not Done In An Instant. It Took Six Hundred Years In The Grafting And The Making Of This Being Called The Humim.

The ANUNNAQI, ELOHEEM Went Through A Lot Of Trial And Error To Get The Perfect Being, Which Accounts For All Of Your Defects In This World Today. And This Is Mentioned In The Correct Translation Of Qur'aan 76:2, And I Quote: Surely We, The ELOHEEM, ANUNNAQI Procreated, KHALAQ The ENOSITE From Semen, 'Nutfah,Mixed With Ovum, That We May Test Him; So We, The ELOHEEM Made Him Hearing And Seeing.

Abdullah Yusuf Ali's Translation:

"We Have Created Man From A Drop Of Mingled Sperm, In Order To Try Him: So We Gave Him The Gifts Of Hearing And Sight."

They Had To Try Humans First. There Was A Testing, No Poof, And No Magic. There Was An Actual Process That Took Place Over A Period Of Time With Trials And Errors Until The Actual Creation Of The Adam And Eve That Is Recorded In Your Bible. And In The Correct Translation Of Qur'aan 4:28, It Also Mentions, And I Quote: "And The Source Only Wants To Reduce, Your Burdens; And The Enosites Were Created In A Weak State. The Source Knows Why Enosites Cannot Endure."

Abdullah Yusuf Ali's Translation:

"God Doth Wish To Lighten Your (Difficulties): For Man Was Created Weak (In Flesh)."

It Was Recorded In THE ATRA H ASIS, Which Can Be Found In The Holy Tablets In Full, That The First Being That ENQI And NINTI, Also Known As NINMAH Created A Being Who Had Neither
Humans Were Created From Male Nor Female Organs. A Human Who Could Not Hold Back His Urine, A Woman Incapable Of Bearing Children, And Creatures With Numerous Other Defects. Having Reached This Stage Where Genetic Manipulation Was Sufficiently Perfected To Enable The Determination Of The Resulting Body's Good Or Bad Aspects, The Two Felt They Could Master The Final Challenge To Mix The Genes Of Hominids With The Genes Of The ANUNNAQI. Using All The Knowledge They Had, They Set Out To Manipulate And Speed Up The Process Of Evolution.

It Was Exactly Six Hundred Years, Which Took Four Hundred Years For The Breeding Of Four Generations, As In All Cloning And Genetic Splicing Or Grafting. That's Ten People Per One Hundred Years, And Comes Out To Forty People Over A Period Of Four Hundred Years. One Hundred Years Before The Four Hundred Was For The Preparation, That Is Collecting Of The Choice Species For Breeding Or What Is Now Called Abducting, And The Building Of The Laboratories. (Refer To The Holy Tablets Chapter Two, El Abd (The Slaves).)

In These Days And Times, It Is Important That You All Overstand The Importance Of Genetic Breeding. People Are Not Concerned With The Type Of Genetic Coding Their Mates Are Made Of. A Mistake That Women And Men Are Making Is Choosing Their Mates Because He Or She Is Handsome Or Beautiful. What About His Genes. You Have To Research The History Of The Man Or Woman You Are About To Marry For Any Blood Diseases, Mental Disorders, Etc. These Can Be Carried Over In Your Genes. If Your Parents Were Psychotic, It May Not Be Evident In You, But It Is In You.

During The Re-Creation Of The Human Being, This Was The Only Concern. When The ANUNNAQI, ELOHEEM Began To Breed Zakar (Kadmon, Adam), Son Of Atum And Lillith, And Nekaybaw (Hawwah, Eve), Daughter Of Ptah And Anath, Their Prime Concern Was What Genes Would Produce What Type Of Being. Thus Began The Process Of Genetic Breeding. In Order For The First Adam And Eve To Breed, They Were Transformed From Non Gender Beings (Without Separate Sex) To Male And Female. This Was Done By Genetic Engineering. (Refer To The Science Of Creation Scroll #89).
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Figure 41
Atum Father Of Zakar

Figure 42
Lillith Mother Of Zakar

Figure 43
Kadmon (Zakar) Son Of Atum And Lillith

Figure 44
Nekaybaw Daughter Of Ptah And Anath

Figure 45
Ptah Father Of Nekaybaw

Figure 46
Anath Mother Of Nekaybaw

Let’s Take A Look At The Concept Of Creation Through The Eyes Of Different Religions, And Peoples.
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In 1654 A.D., an Irish scholar of Trinity College in Dublin and Anglican Archbishop named James Ussher born January 4, 1581 A.D., and died March 21, 1656 A.D. Published the results of his scientific investigation into the creation of the world. He claimed he had pinpointed the precise moment of creation, which was 9:00 A.M. on October 26, 4,004 B.C. This was a remarkable scientific feat, and an amazing coincidence: 9:00 A.M. on October 25th was also the traditional first day of the new year for Trinity College.

He was ordained in 1601 A.D., he was professor of divinity at Trinity College, in Dublin, before becoming Bishop of Meath (1621 A.D.) and Archbishop of Armagh (1625 A.D.). In England during the Irish revolt of 1641 A.D., he never returned to Ireland. He leaned toward Calvinism in theology, but he was royalist in politics.

THE SWAHILI GENESIS

"In the beginning there was only Allah. Then He decided to make light, and when He did, that was the first morning. From that light He created the souls of the angels, the prophets, the saints, and all ordinary human beings. Then Allah created seven things: the canopy, the great tent where Allah lives; the throne, upon which Allah sits; the pen which writes the fate of all human beings; day and night, the book where everything that will ever happen is written down, the trumpet, which will sound on the last day of creation, paradise the garden where all righteous souls will go to live forever after death; hell fire, in which the wicked will be tortured for eternity. Beneath the throne is a giant tree, the cedar of the end. Millions of leaves hang from the tree and when one withers and falls, a person dies, for on each leaf, a person's name is written."

"Then Allah created the sun and the earth. He made the suns and painted the skies in brilliant colors, then He put stars in the sky. He made all the animals, including a giant rooster with a colorful tail. Every morning that rooster crows, and all the roosters on earth echo his call. Then everyone knows it is time to get up and worship the Lord. They believe that the earth is flat like a sauce and it rests on the horns of a bull. And the bull stands on a huge fish. The earth has seven layers, separated by air just like a building. The first, top floor, is where the children of Adam and Eve live. The second is the home of the winds, on the third lives a race of very good people, who have big ears and dog-like faces. The fourth is where fire lives, the fifth houses scorpions as big as camels with poisonous tails of steel. On the sixth floor are the souls of the damned, who will be beaten with red hot steel rods until the end of time. The seventh floor is the deepest and darkest part of the underworld. The devil Iblis lives there. He has demons spying on the children of Adam trying to lure them into doing evil deeds. And hell is even deeper. The worst criminals live there."

This is the creation story according to the people who speak in Tanzania, Zanzibar, Swahili, it is Islamic.

In the beginning was a sound: a Hindu concept of creation

"At first there was only Brahma, and He was formless, only an idea. Then He revealed Himself as a vowel, a golden embryo of sound, the sound went out into the void and came
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Humans Were Created From Back On Itself, The Waves Of Sound Criss Crossed Over And Over Until They Became Wind And Water. And That Was The Beginning Of The World.

Babylonia: Enuma Elish La Nabu Shamanu

"Before The Heavens Were Named, And Before There Was Ground To Walk On, There Was Only Afsu, The Salty Ocean Waters And Tiamat, The Fresh Waters. Afsu And Tiamat Lay Together Until They Mingled Into One Single Body And Soul. They Gave Birth To Six Children, Lahamu, Lahamu, Who Became Earth; Anshar And Kishar, Who Became The Horizons Of Earth And Skies; Anu, Who Was The Authority Of Heaven; And Ea The Earthly Waters And All Wisdom."


This Is The Enuma Elish Story According To The Babylonians. Do Not Mix It With The True Story Of The Enuma Elish, (Refer To Chapter 4 Of The Holy Tablets, La Nabu Shanamma, The Enuma Elish.).

Red Earth Man: Creation Story As Recorded In Hawaii


"Lono, God Of Growing Things Made All Sorts Of Food Sprout Out Of The Earth. Sugar Cane And Coconut, Sweet Potato And Yarn, Towo And Banana. Now Said Kane: We Have To Make A Chief. Go Find What We Need To Make A Chief, And They Went Away And Brought Back Red Earth. From This Kane Made A Man, Red Earth Man."

Atum Produces All- Concept Of Egypt

"Atum Had Many Names: Ra, Re, Neb-Er-Tcher, Or Sometimes Khepera. Atum Rose Out Of The Watery Depths Of Chaos. He Decided To Create Living Things, So He Masturbated, Put His Seed In His Mouth And Then Spit It Out. He Spit Out Twins, Shu, The God Of Air And Life, And Tefnut The Goddess Of Moisture And World Order."
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Figure 47
The Egyptian Deity Atum

Figure 48
The Egyptian Shu

Figure 49
The Egyptian Tefnut

Figure 50
The Egyptian Deity Nut
"In The Beginning There Was Only The God Citlaltonacand, The Goddess Citlalicie. They Were Lovers. Citlalicie Gave Birth To A Flint Knife, Which She Threw Away. Sparks Exploded When The Flint Hit The Ground And Produced 1,600 Gods And Goddesses Who Went Down Into The Underworld And Stole A Home From The Chief Of That Land. They Smeared It With Their Own Red Blood Of Blue Light. Out Of The Blood Emerged Two Children, A Boy And A Girl. The Parents Of All Human Beings. Then Two Deities Emerged From The Bowl, And Set Fire To Themselves. One Became The Sun, The Other Became The Moon."

"In The Beginning Darkness Cloaked The Universe And Only The Lord Existed. He Wanted To Create Living Creatures From His Own Body. So He Created Water And Placed A Seed In It. The Seed Grew Into A Golden Egg. And Then He Himself Was Born In It. Swollen From A Year Inside The Egg, The Lord Split In Two. The Top Half Of The Shell Became The Spiritual World, The Heavens. The Bottom Half Became The Physical World, The Earth. Out Of The Egg Came Brahma, A Primeval Being With 1,006 Heads, Faces, Eyes, Thighs And Feet. Each Of His Limbs Became A Different Creature In The Social Order. The Brahman Caste Came From His Mouths."
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Demons Came From His Belly. Merchants And Cattle Came From His Thighs, His Feet Produced Earth, Horses And Workers. The Sun Came From His Eye, The Moon From His Soul. The Seasons Came From His Arm Pits. Air Was His Navel, And The Sky Came From His Head."

Indonesia - Yami Tribe


Purusha - Hindu

"Purusha Is A Deity Who Is Both Female And Male. Purusha Split In Half And Mated With Him/Herself And Then Gave Birth To Human Beings. But The Female Half Of Purusha Was Ashamed And In Pain. She Tried To Disappear, But Was Instead Turned Into A Cow. The Male Purusha Turned Into A Bull And Mated With The Cow, Thus Creating Cattle. Every Living Creature Was Made In This Way. The Female Purusha Would Turn Into A Kind Of Animal, The Male Purusha Would Turn Into Its Male Counterpart. They Would Mate And So On."

Rangi And Papa - Polynesia And Maori

"For More Than A Million Years, Father Sky, Whose Name Was Rangi, And Mother Earth, Whose Name Was Papa Made Love. Everything In The World Was Created In The Darkness And Movement Between Their Two Bodies. Rangi And Papa's Children Were Gods And They Were Tired Of Living Such A Cramped Space, In The Dark, With Constant Motion. They Held A Meeting To Decide What To Do. The Father Of Human Beings Whose Name Was Tu-Matau-Eenga, Said, 'We Should Kill Our Parents.' The Father Of Forests Whose Name Was Tane - Mahuta Said "No. Let's Just Push Them Apart. Then Our Mother Can Still Support Us, And Our Father Can Watch Over Us From Above. Many Gods Tried To Push The Loving Pair Apart, But They All Failed. Finally The Father Of Forests Tried. He Pressed His Head Into His Mother's Navel, And Pushed His Feet Up Against His Father. He Pushed And Pushed And Pushed. What's Going On? What Are You Doing? Cried Rangi And Papa. How Dare You Be So Disrespectful. But The Father Of Forests Kept Pushing And Finally The Two Separated. And At Last There Was Light. But There Was Also Anger And Sorrow, For Father Sky Missed Mother Earth Desperately. One Of The God Children, Father Of Winds And Storms (Whose Name Was Tawhiri-Ma-Ta) Sided With His Father And Took Revenge Upon His Brothers. And Ever Since Then, From Time To Time, The Wind Will Blow And The Storms Will Come And They Will Cause Pain And Destruction For All Those Creatures Who Live In The Light Of The Earth."

Ymir - Norse

"Once There Was A Land Of Ice And A Land Of Fire, Which Met In A Great Abyss Called Ginnungagap Mists Rose Up From This Chasm, And Out Of It Came Audhumla The Cow. Audhumla Licked The Ice And Released Three Gods. One Of Them Was Odin. Then Out Of The Mist Came A Giant Ymir. He Drank The Cow's Milk And Giant Children Sprang Into Life From

Uranus - Greek


Tlaltecuhtli - Aztec

"Before This World We Live In, There Were Four Other Worlds. Each Had Its Sun And Each Were Destroyed. The Aztec (Fifth Sun) World Was Created When Quetzalcoatl (Feathered Serpent) And Tezcatlipoca (Smoking Mirror) Came Down From The Heavens With The Earth Goddess, Tlaltecuhtli. Tlaltecuhtli Had The Form Of A Monster. There Were Snapping Mouths On Her Limbs And She Had The Body Of A Giant Toad, The Teeth And Claws Of A Jaguar. Quetzalcoatl And Tezcatlipoca Watched Her Floating On Unformed Waters. They Turned Themselves Into Serpents Coiled Around The Goddess, And Tore Her In Two. One Half They Took Back To Heaven, And From It Made Many Gods. Those Gods Saw The Other Half Of Her Mutated Body And Heard Her Cries, And They Felt Sorry For Her. They Turned Her Body Into The Earth, And Ordered That Living Things Would Grow From It. Fruits And Plants And Trees. Elaltecuhtli's Eyes Became Ponds And Springs. Her Mouth Made The Rivers, And Her Nose Made Both Valleys And Mountains."

Nu-Kua's Rope - Chinese

Nu-Kua, The Wife Of Ru-Hsi, Thought There Should Be People On Earth. So She Took Some Yellow Earth And Carefully Shaped Human Figures Out Of Mud. Then She Breathed Life Into These Forms. Oh, Thought Nu-Kua, This Is A Long And Boring Task! I Have Set Out For Myself; I Have To Find A Way To Speed It Up, So She Found A Rope, Dipped It Into The Mud, Then Shook The Rope And Tailed It Behind Her. Mud Dripped Off Onto The Ground In Lumps. Nu-Kua Breathed Life Into All Of Them. The People Whom She Molded So Carefully Became The Masses Of The Poor."

As You Read All Of These Stories You Can See For Yourself, That These Stories, Or Myths, Or Concepts Of Creation All Come Down To The Same Thing, Which Is That One Supreme Being, Called Allah, Or God, Or Jehovah, Or Brahma, Or Yahweh, Or Whatever Name You Call Him, Decided To Create, The Earth And AH The Living Beings Within It. In The Book "The Science Of Creation, Scroll #81", You Will Read The Precise Facts On Creation, And Re-Creation. Get Your Copy And Read It. Digest All The Facts, So You Can Lift This Spell Of Ignorance Of Your Minds.

Contrary To The Theories Of The Western World, No Person Or Thing Has The Power To Create Such A Perfect Piece Of Work Save ELYOWN ELYOWN ELYOWN EL. He Alone Is The One Who Makes From The Most Minute Cell, To The Most Complex Organ, Work Together Harmoniously, As It Does In The Human Body.

YOU MUST GET A COPY OF THE HOLY TABLETS. ALL OF THESE TABLETS CAN BE FOUND IN IT.

"The Middle Path"
### Religious:

- Gilgamesh Epics
- Enuma Elish
- May
- Yashua
- Cain
- Abel
- Lubuwdah
- Aqlimiya
- Seth
- Bashiyrah
- Enos
- Zakar
- Nekaybaw

### Extraterrestrial:

- Gabriel
- Enqi
- Ninti

### General:

- The Big Bang
- Charles Darwin
- Fetus
- Jean B. Lamarch
- DNA & RNA
- Sperm
- Brain
- Eye
- Ear
- Scent Receptors
- Hand
- Skin
- Skeleton
- Mouth
- Interior Stomach
- Stomach Empty
- Stomach Full
- Liver
- Kidneys
- Lungs
- Circulatory System
- Heart
- Blood Vessels
- Urinary System
- Lymphatim System
- The Whole Brain
- Man In Emotional Crisis
- Male Reproductive Organs
- Female Reproductive Organs
- Atum
- Lillith
- Ptah
- Anath
- Deity Atum
- Shu
- Tefnut
- Nut
- Geb
- Osiris
- Isis
- Set
- Nephys
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Begin All Prayer And Thinking By Using El Kuluwm, THE ALL
Prayer Of The Ansaars

Oh Heavenly One, The Most High, Who Is Sustainer Of All The Worlds, We Do Accept The Duty You Have Lain On Us; To Clean Up The Filth Made By The West And Its Nonsubmitting Fools. O My Sustainer We Beseech You, To Keep Your Hand Over Us, To Control The Strings Of The Courses Of Our Lives; Our Sustainer, And If We Do Wrong, Please Show Thy Divine Blessings And Forgiveness On Us, You Are The Only One That Can Raise Us True Followers Of The Newsbearers, And In Thy Name We Carry On.

An Anthem For All